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River rescue

By SCOTT PODMORE

TWO local women kayaking in a high and fast
flowing Yarra River on Friday morning were
brought to safety in high drama in Warrandyte.
The women got into trouble about 11am and were
found clinging to a tree branch in the middle of the
river. Hundreds of locals, including several news
agencies and TV networks, witnessed the event

unfold as a swift water rescue operation was led by
Victoria Police, with assistance from the Country
Fire Authority, Melbourne Fire Brigade and Victoria SES. The river wasn’t the only thing raging
on Friday, as social media pages (including the
Diary’s Facebook page) went into overdrive with
an onslaught of comments about the drama. Some
were grateful the two local mums were brought to

safety, others were downright insulting and insensitive with their comments, and many experts and
would-be experts weighed into the topic. At the
end of the day, we should all be thankful for a successful rescue operation and, most importantly,
that two of our own are safe and back home with
their families. Stay tuned for a river safety article
in the November edition of the Diary.
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NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published on Tuesday, November 08, 2016. Advertising
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.
CHAPTER THREE

THE BLACK CAT MYSTERIES

– THE BIG CAT BLUES
A blood-curdling cry on
Fourth Hill knocks Tracy
for six. So does Catman the
lion-tamer when he reveals
that Bathsheba, the only performing panther in Australia,
has escaped.

Are you tired of feeling sluggish &
not working at your optimal health?
Come visit the friendly team at rivvaPT in their
fully equipped studio & work with your own health
coach, who will help you to set & work towards
achieving your goals in a warm, welcoming &
friendly environment.

What are you waiting for? Make your
health & fitness goals a reality now!
Mention this ad and receive 3 free sessions.
Sign up for 3 months before 30/10 & receive a

FREE 1:1 consult with a nutritionist.

facebook.com/rivvaPT | 9844 0768

OCTOBER
Indus valley
quilts

HOURS
Wed-Sun: 11am-5.30pm

Warrandyte has a super market. My
Nan has a stall there, on the flats near
the toilet block, and each month I help
her make those multi-coloured crochet
shawls and scatter rugs that no-one
wants anymore while I bring her up to
date about my fabulous life.
This particular day was cold and no
one was buying, so we took a break and
strolled along the riverbank to the last
of the vendors, a rumpled character
with a few boxes of veggies and a lazy
southern drawl to spruik them with.
If he was a paid up stall holder I’ll eat
my crocheted hat, but his greens were
still damp with dew and Nan just about
cleaned him out. We carried them back
to the concrete lizard and warmed ourselves with steaming coffee in a paper
cup.

I was very excited by the idea that our
mystery cat might be Bathsheba, the
runaway panther. DI Ryan wasn’t. Too
busy following up other leads.
Apparently McCarthy had left a Preston noodle bar without paying. It didn’t
seem like a murder motive to me. There
was also something about a mining
dispute but Ryan was playing his cards
close to his chest.
The only thing to do was find the animal myself. And the obvious place to
start was Fourth Hill.

“I’m lost again!”
Finding the spot where I’d knocked
myself out two days ago should have
been as easy as falling off a log - after all
that’s how I knocked myself out in the
first place. But it was starting to seem
as though I’d need a bush tracker to
find it again and all I had was Travis.

“When you say you’re lost again, do
you mean you’ve found the place you
were lost in before, or you’ve found a
new place to be lost in?”
You can see why I find him so irritating.
We went up Betton Track. We went
down Wildcat Gully. We passed boarded
up shafts, exploratory scratchings and
a collapsed shed of rotted timber and
rusted iron. I was seriously regretting
my choice of footwear – it turns out
Crocs are useless for bush walking –
and then I heard it. The same unearthly
wailing that had caused my downfall
last time.
“What was that?” I hissed.
“Howling Wolf!” answered Travis.
“You mean big black cat!”
“No, Little Red Rooster,” said Travis.
“First recorded by Howlin’ Wolf in
1961.”
Now I remembered it. That signature
riff, too lazy to crow for the day. We followed the sound up the hill and round
a bend and there he was. The vegetable-seller from the market. Cross-legged
and lean as a whippet, breathing soul
through a battered harmonica.
“Mean harp,” said Travis dropping

By ALAN CORNELL
down in front of him.
Did I mention Travis was a blues man?
Travis Peskey of the Peskey Brothers.
You might have heard of them round
town. He laid a hollow log across his
thighs and began hammering rhythms
as his new blues brother blew notes
straight from the Mississippi Delta.
Between licks the fellow doled out
his story, morsel by morsel, in a voice
that spoke of whisky and roll-yourowns. He called himself Sonny Boy,
presumably after Sonny Boy Williamson
as opposed to Sunnyboy flavoured ice
blocks. Raised in the South in the thrall
of James Cotton, Sonny Boy had played
with the likes of Zebedee Leadbottom,
Blind Bill Hooker and Jerry G. Johnson.
I’d never heard of them either. Now
here he was, living on his wits, holed
up in Johnson’s Mine on a diet of rabbit
stew. And vegetables. When I asked if
he’d seen a big cat anywhere around he
didn’t say yes and he didn’t say no. If he
knew more he wasn’t going to tell the
likes of me.
But maybe he’d tell the likes of Travis! I suggested a jam session with the
band. I didn’t know what I’d started.

The trouble with tissues is you can’t
wash them. Believe me, I’ve tried, but
they always end up shredded into a
million pieces, each individually fused
into the fibres of every other piece of
clothing in the machine. A piece of paper, on the other hand, can go through
the wash unscathed.
As I turned my hoodie outside in
again, I came across the page I’d
snatched from the cherry tree at McCarthy’s cottage and forgotten about ever
since. Damp, faded, but largely intact. It
was a Miner’s Right, issued by the Department of Primary Industries. Whose
Miner’s Right was not clear, partly because the page was torn lengthways on
the right hand side and partly because
the ink was faded where some idiot
had put it through the wash. All I could
make out for sure was that it belonged
to someone called Albert W. Something.
It was time to do a little prospecting
of my own.
(Next month: Tracy the gold-digger)
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Elections are underway
Look closely at the candidates… and their promises

By VAL POLLEY

WE’RE having elections again – this
time it’s local government elections this month.
We don’t have to turn out and
queue this time, however. It’s a
postal ballot in both Nillumbik
and Manningham but if we intend
to treat it seriously there’s some
work to do. Local government is
the closest level of government to
where we actually live. It deserves
some of our time to give some attention to the candidates and their
promises.
North Warrandyte sits in the
Sugarloaf Ward of Nillumbik Shire
Council. This is a single councillor
ward and there are 14 nominations
to fill the seat left vacant by Ken
King who has retired. Warrandyte
is included in the Mullum Mullum
Ward of Manningham City Council.
It sees the three sitting councillors
renominating as well as a further
10 nominations for the three seats.
With the move to postal ballots the
only guaranteed information voters can access comes via the candidates’ own 200 or so word CV.
These can be found on the Victorian Electoral Commission website
via the following links. They should
also be included in the posted out
papers.
https://www.vec.vic.gov.au/
ManninghamElection/Candidates/
https://www.vec.vic.gov.au/
NillumbikElection/Candidates/
If you care about the issues in
Warrandyte then it pays to read
through the candidates’ CVs and
what they have to say on our two
page spread showcasing them on
pages 14-15.
There are very few public meetings, door knocks and personal interaction. Very few of us will meet
our candidates before we fill out
our ballot papers. It comes down
to their words to capture your interest and encourage you to vote
for them.
When looking for your ideal candidates there are a few things to
keep in mind. Have they submitted
a CV?
If so, look at what they write. Are
they truly involved in the community through sport, schools, organisations or other interests or just
paying lip service to community
involvement? This can be a major
indicator of their real interest in
being a councillor. If they haven’t
provided a CV then are they really
serious about their chances of
election?
Are they standing on just one
particular issue? The work of a
councillor is all encompassing and
councillors have to be involved
across the range of subjects that
will come before them.
Do you want them to be independent or can they represent a political party?
The Greens candidates have
clearly stated their allegiance. Other candidates’ possible party allegiances appear more opaque.
Are they setting preferences
in their CV to benefit one particular group looking for specific

Pick me: Candidate Carli and her
support team were campaigning
hard on the weekend.

Voting begins

If we want the
best possible
outcome for these
elections and the
next four years
then we must take
the time and make
a balanced and
considered decision
on how to mark
that important ballot
paper. If not we
will have no-one to
blame but ourselves
if we don’t like
the result.
outcomes? Recent Electoral Act
changes were designed to eliminate the practice of dummy candidates, it remains to be seen if this
will be the case.
Would you like them to live locally?
Both wards are very large and a
truly local representative can often
be a major asset. Incumbents enjoy
a privileged position. Their names
are usually more recognisable
particularly if they have played a

By TOBY WARD

major role in the local community.
That said, do you want to re-elect
a sitting councillor? Is their record
good enough, how long have they
served and have you been pleased
with their efforts on your behalf?
Being a councillor is an arduous
four year long round of meetings,
decisions, negotiations and constituent involvement across the
whole of the City or Shire. It is not
for the faint hearted and indeed
it is very encouraging for local

democracy that so many of our fellow residents are prepared to put
up their hand for the privilege of
serving their community.
If we want the best possible outcome for these elections and the
next four years then we must take
the time and make a balanced and
considered decision on how to
mark that important ballot paper.
If not we will have no-one to blame
but ourselves if we don’t like the
result.

to receive your free consultation
Call

9844 4321

www.keepsmiling.com.au
11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

WHO ARE YOU
VOTING FOR?

FIND OUT ON PAGES 14-15

Will you have enough super to fund
a comfortable retirement?

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

• Natural looking dentures • Laminated mouthguards
• Relines and repairs
• On the spot health claims

ENROLLED voters in Manningham
and Nillumbik received their
ballot packs earlier this month as
both council’s 2016 elections get
underway.
Residents in Manningham’s
Mullum Mullum Ward have 13
candidates to choose from with
three vacancies available to represent the ward. Current Mullum
Mullum ward councillors, Sophy
Galbally, Meg Downie and Paul
McLeish, are campaigning for
re-election.
Nillumbik’s Sugarloaf ward has
its largest list of candidates since
the Shire’s ward boundaries were
restructured by the Victorian
Electoral Commission in 2008.
Fourteen candidates will vie for
the single seat in Sugarloaf. The
ward’s outgoing councillor, Ken
King, will not contest the election.
Voting in council elections is
compulsory for those enrolled. In
both Manningham and Nillumbik,
the postal vote period ends on October 21 at 6pm.
The Diary contacted every candidate running in the Sugarloaf
Ward and Mullum Mullum ward.
We have offered each candidate
the opportunity to address the
Diary’s audience and explain
why they believe they should represent their electorate.

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

Speak to us about how you ca reduce your
tax and increase your retirement fund.
We welcome business and
personal tax enquiries.
“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

Like us

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: info@ptasaccountants.com.au
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Fireball is on

October 2016

Boogie at the ball, bag a bargain

By DEANNE DICKSON

GREATER Warrandyte has waited
two years for the return of Fireball.
Following the huge success of
the inaugural fundraising event in
2014, Fireball 2016 is upon us.
More than 300 party-goers will
make their way into the Park Hyatt’s stunning grand ballroom this
Saturday, October 15, many taking
advantage of the free bus ride
made possible by the Warrandyte
Community Bank.
Don’t miss your chance to secure
one of the few remaining tickets
to this wonderful community
fundraising event. Fireball has everything covered with a dynamic
five-piece band, delicious food and
drinks, entertainment, auctions
and raffles ensuring it will be a
night to be remembered.
For those unable to attend, supporting the event and our local
CFAs is simple and available to
the whole community. Fireball’s
online auction is open to all and is
jam packed with incredible trips
and experiences, products and
services.
The online auction can be accessed by going to the Fireball
website www.fireball.org.au and
clicking the link to www.galabid/
Fireball
International and Australian holidays, V8 Supercar memorabilia
and hot laps, Rooftop Glamping,
a bay fishing trip, coffee machine,
photography portraits (great
Christmas presents), Bunnings
vouchers, chainsaw, homewares,
storage facilities, entertainment
tickets, vouchers for massages,
health, home services, corporate
services and restaurants to name
but a few wonderful items on offer.

Calling time
on a Diary
adventure

Don’t miss your chance to contribute to our local CFAs and be
sure to get your bid in before close
on October 15 at 10.45pm.

At the time of publication
deadline, Fireball only has a few
remaining tickets. Following the
huge success and sell-out in 2014

it is expected this will be the case
again with last minute ticket sales.
Don’t miss out, head to the website
to book your tickets now.

Fempire Exhibition – a new world order for our Laural
By KYLIE BOSH

AN exhibition of cutting edge modern day femme fatale paintings by
the Diary’s own Lolly and Oigs illustrator (front page!) Laural Retz is set
to challenge your senses.
Is this series painted from her own
life experiences? “Ab-soul-utely,”
Laural tells us.
Homegrown artist Retz is set to
dazzle and excite art lovers with
her debut solo exhibition called
Fempire which unveils itself this
Friday October 14 from 6-8pm at
the South Yarra Art House, a cutting-edge collection of paintings in a

DIARY
EDITOR
POSITION

fresh look at the modern day femme
fatale. Retz’s earlier work is already
well-known, sought after and hung
by both international and Australian
art collectors.
Her Fempire collection is inspired
by a desire to remind the world that
women matter. Unique, detailed and
inspiringly different, these works are
everything that encompasses life imitating art with her unquestionable
contemporary surreal style.
Her expertise and versatility can
only be coupled with such titles
as: Birds of a Feather, the Chupa
Chup sucking diva riding a pink

flamingo; Prettier in Pink, a balloon
dressed Gabi Grecko inspired beauty roller-skating past Luna Park;
and Audrey (pictured), a rockabilly
woman driving an old Holden down
Victoria Street, Richmond (which
takes a look at iconic and nostalgic
Melbourne).
Each painting in Fempire is unique
and on point with a very high degree
of wow factor. Fempire is most certainly an exhibition to put in your
calendar.
For more lauralretzstudio.com or
find Laurel Retz Studio on Facebook,
or email lozzey@y7mail.com

The Board of the Warrandyte Diary is seeking expressions of interest from the community for
the position of Diary editor. Please submit a written response detailing relevant experience,
contact details, number of years living in Warrandyte (or suburb within 5km), and a short
description of your vision for this community newspaper. Only current residents of
Warrandyte or nearby suburbs need apply. Submissions must be received by Oct 25 2016.
Address your response to: The Diary Board - C/o PO Box 209, Warrandyte VIC 3113

BACKUP WIRELESS SET-UP CLOUD INTEGRATOR
NETWORKS SMALL BUSINESS MAC & WINDOWS

Your Warrandyte IT specialist

THREE years ago I was very privileged when my great mate Cliff Green
handed me the editor’s hat at the
Diary. I’m a little sad to say it’s time
to say goodbye.
My own media company’s demands means something has to give.
Considering I initially told the
wonderful trustees of the Warrandyte Arts & Education Trust I’d be
prepared to give them three years,
I’m very proud I’ve honoured that
commitment. It comes with a cherry
on top over the weekend with the
news the Diary was named CNAV
Newspaper of the Year for the third
year in a row. We’re all chuffed.
I’ll finish up as editor after the
Christmas edition and I take some
wonderful memories with me, most
notably the great experiences I’ve
had with my team and a very supportive community. For me, it’s
always been about the people.
The team of volunteers, cadets,
office manager Briony, and designers
Hayley and Rachel (RIP) are super
people with loads of talent. The
way this community embraces the
newspaper and offers support has
also been a highlight for me. I’ll miss
working with everyone involved.
And we’ve had a few good wins
along the way, notably transforming
the Diary into a modern newspaper
with a new digital tapestry along
with multiple Community Newspaper Association of Victoria (CNAV)
awards. In addition to the three Best
Newspaper titles, we’ve won a swag
of others for best layout and design,
sports coverage, best photograph,
best story by a person under 18, best
news feature and, one that probably
means the most to me – best community content. We’ve also doubled
the newspaper’s size and created a
great event along the way called the
Great Warrandyte Cook-Up among
other initiatives. The reason we’ve
done so well is because it’s all come
from the heart by the community for
the community.
In saying that, the Diary will continue to serve the community well. We
promise to do our best in choosing
a new editor (see advertisement
left) who lives in our community,
loves our village and who will wear
the editor’s hat with pride, honesty
and integrity.
Thank you for all your support.
– SCOTT PODMORE
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two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

specialising in natural Australian gardens

Bora Seker 0438 072 895
info@bnsolutions.net.au

0488 994 669

2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com

DID YOU KNOW

That Lions International have many lady members in their own
right & couples & families are members of Lions. Come & join us
in providing for our community. Call Bill Gerritsen 0429 325 166
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Are you ready?

The bushfire scenario event
with a big point of difference
ARE you ready? How will you cope
when your world becomes unpredictable?
How will you recover?
These are questions emergency
management professionals will be
asking residents at a bushfire scenario on October 27.
The event will model a realistic
bushfire which could easily hit the
Greater Warrandyte area including
Wonga Park and Park Orchards.
It is organised by the Warrandyte
Community Association’s Be Ready
Warrandyte campaign which has
developed local scenario planning
to assist residents in reviewing their
fire plans, challenge their thinking
and to expect the unexpected.
“There are still many householders
who are unprepared and others who
need to review their plans if there
is another fire,” said BRW chairman
Dick Davies.

“It will especially help young families and new residents as well as
those of us who may have got a bit
complacent recently.
“This is a scenario with a difference. It will push the boundary a
bit further into loss of property
and potential loss of life. We plan to
include the latest work on ‘experiential/immersive’ developments which
enable people to experience what it
would be like,” Mr Davies said.
The scenario will involve local
council emergency managers, CFA,
police, Emergency Management Victoria and local schools, businesses
and other organisations.
Event details: 7pm-9pm, Thursday
October 27,
Warrandyte Community Church, 57
Yarra St, Warrandyte.
Register attendance at: 9844 5855
or info@warrandyte.com.au

COMMUNITY FORUM: WHAT’S GOING ON WITH OUR BRIDGE?
“WHAT’S going on!” is the theme of
a community forum this Thursday
(October 13) to enlighten residents
of Warrandyte and the surrounding
suburbs on a proposal to widen the
Warrandyte bridge.
The forum is organised by the
Warrandyte Community Association
which has invited senior managers
from VicRoads to attend and: Present the project scope; provide feedback on what they’ve heard from
the community; provide feedback

on what they’ve considered, what
is decided or not yet decided; offer
an update on the current project
status; discuss wider regional matters – broader network, Ring Road
and truck curfews; and present the
next steps.
Brian Westley, director of operations, and Vince Punaro, regional
director from VicRoads Metropolitan
North West Region, will address the
forum.
“This will be a WCA event for

community engagement, recognising that there are widely divergent
and stridently held views in the
community,” said Dick Davies, president of the Warrandyte Community
Association.
The forum will be facilitated by
Warrandyte resident Bruce Turner
who has facilitated several previous
local forums.
VicRoads initially presented preliminary plans at the WCA Emergency Management Forum in November

2015, and subsequently gathered
comment in December at the Warrandyte Historical Society and WCA
Christmas function, and in March at
the Warrandyte Festival.
Later, VicRoads held a well-attended meeting in July to canvas various
options. Nevertheless, the perception is that decisions have already
been made as the promised consultation process was pre-empted by
a State Government announcement
on March 1 that the bridge widening

would go ahead to enable emergency evacuation, with traffic lights
installed at the Research Road/
Kangaroo Ground Road intersection.
However, there is further scope for
community feedback to influence
the project.
The forum will be held from
7pm-9pm this Thursday October
13 at the Warrandyte Community
Church, 57 Yarra St, Warrandyte.
Registrations: info@warrandyte.
org.au or 9844 5855
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Business breakfast
looks to the future
By SANDI MILLER

LOCAL businesses will gather to
ponder the future of business at a
breakfast to be held in Warrandyte
on October 19.
The Greater Warrandyte Business
Breakfast is being organised by
Bambi Gordon of the Warrandyte
Business and Community Network,
who sees the event as an opportunity to network with others around
Warrandyte.
“Finding customers would be a
bonus, but a lot of the time it is just
finding out what other people are
going through that gives you the
impetus to keep going and we have
got hundreds – up to 2000 businesses in the Greater Warrandyte area,”
Ms Gordon said.
Guest speaker Sarah Wrigley (pictured) is an award winning business-to-business researcher and
well known former chair of the
Warrandyte Community Bank.
She will be talking about “Futurecasting Business”.
“I have been looking at the structure of business and how industry
has changed over the years, what
that looks like – using the past to
see where we are headed,” said Ms
Wrigley.
The speech will outline the four
pillars of modern businesses – structure, people, skills and technology
– and consider how businesses can
use these as a basis for building a
business that will survive and thrive
into the future, and she says a large

part of that is embracing feminine
values.
“It’s really about collaboration,
innovation and this whole issue
of individualised marketing and
communication, and I believe that
women are a part of that,” she said.
Ms Wrigley also says the the way
people structure businesses to
engage millennials is an important
part of creating forward thinking
companies.
“It is about being ethical and being
responsible, being flexible, all these
things that women supposedly are,
and we want to have a country that
is going forward and being innovative and being strong, so we need to
change,” she said.
Ms Wrigley also sees the breakfast
as a great opportunity for businesses in Warrandyte to get together
and network to form a local support
network.
“I would like to talk about making
Warrandyte a place to work rather
than just a place to live, because we
don’t have a lot of employing businesses here … and I think people
want to work and live in the same
place more and more,” she said.
The event will be held on Wednesday October 19 from 7am until
8.45am at the Warrandyte Sports
Clubs in Taroona Avenue, War randyte.For more information or
bookings visit www.thewoo.com.
au/business-breakfast or the Warrandyte Business and Community
Network’s Facebook page.

Jock Macneish

Cliff Green

Two of our greats
THE Warrandyte Historical Society extends a warm invitation to
the community to a talk by the
dynamic Diary duo of Cliff Green
(founder, writer, editor, mentor
and former trustee) and Jock
Macneish (cartoonist, contributor,
mentor and former trustee).
They will be talking about the
Diary’s early days and modest
beginnings, starting in 1970 as a
12 page newsletter and how it has
grown and developed over the
years. It will be a fun and entertaining evening.
The talk will be held in the
Balcony Room, Grand Hotel Warrandyte at 7.15pm for 7.30pm on
Thursday 20 October, 2016. A
light supper and chat will follow
at the museum. It’s helpful for
catering if you could email info@
whsoc.org.au or phone 9844 3086
if attending.

Diary’s clean sweep
at CNAV awards night
FOR the third successive year the
Warrandyte Diary has claimed the
title as Best Newspaper at the Community Newspaper Association of
Victoria (CNAV) annual awards.
“It was a fantastic night and we
were thrilled to be involved in so
many awards,” the Diar y’s Jock
said. “It’s a fabulous result for all of
Warrandyte.”
We managed to win four of the
nine awards, including Best Newspaper, Best Sports Reporting, Best
Feature Stor y (Sammi Taylor’s
article on Lyme Disease) and Best
Photograph (Bill Hudson-McAuley’s
wonderful photograph taken at Ron
Day’s funeral). We also finished as
finalists in another three including
Best Editorial Comment (editor Scott
Podmore’s close look at social media
in the local community), Best Design

and Layout, and Best History Story.
So what did the independent judges say about our work? Read on:
Best Newspaper - Winner
This entry wins because of its allround appeal, combining excellent
hard news with great photographs,
an engaging front page, features and
coverage of grass-roots events. Particularly notable was its strong hard
news coverage on issues where accurate, current information for residents
was paramount: including stories on
a VicRoads bridge proposal, a plan to
extend the M80 Ring Road and a VCAT
hearing on a proposed new petrol
station. These stories were well-crafted, relevant and strong, admirably
answering the five golden questions
of journalism: who, what, where,
when and why. Clearly the stories
were also being chased and followed

up, demonstrating a drive to actively
hunt for the news and report it, not
just re-print a press release. This entry
also stood out for an excellent feature
on socal media and a comment piece
adding context to a controversial
planning amendment. The ‘Our Living
Treasure’ column is a wonderful idea,
in this edition profiling a local potter,
a piece that illuminated the region’s
rural past with lyrical humour. A topnotch sports section completed the
picture. With minor quibbles, page
designs were good: photos were used
well, and headlines and sub-headings
were appropriate and well-written.
All stories were well-crafted and
edited with care. A great example
of a community newspaper with both
heart and teeth.
More about our awards online at
warradytediary.com.au
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VCAT denies servo build
THE Warrandyte Character Group
says it applauds VCAT’s decision
to align with the original refusal of
a planning permit by Manningham
City Council for a petrol station
proposal at the intersection on the
corner of Yarra Street and Harris
Gully Road roundabout.
“This has been an exhausting
three-year process because the
Applicant devoted many months
to developing the plans after the
original application to council and
then took the matter to VCAT,” the
WCG’s co-ordinator Tricia Barrett
said.
Our solicitor has reminded us
that the period during which an
appeal to the Supreme Court on a
“point of law” could be lodged has
yet to expire so a final outcome is
pending until around October 10.
Given the thorough examination
of proposal we are hopeful that
there will be no further action and
the matter is in fact now settled.”
The Warrandyte Character

Group became a focal point for
residents who objected to this
proposal; 11 resident objectors appeared and participated in cross
examination, either in person or
as representatives for community

organisations. The Warrandyte
Community Association, Climate
Action Now, and Friends of the
Warrandyte State Park all made
submissions opposing the development.

The Character Protection Group
feels it has represented the majority view within the community,
according to Ms Barrett.
“This is difficult to gauge but we
note that 73% of respondents in a

thought a lot of the arguments being
put forward were rubbish.
Perhaps he should have attended
the eight days of hearings where
he would have heard residents
and neighbours putting forward
balanced, well-researched and compelling arguments.

For those who did attend it was an
inspirational and enlightening time.
The legalities, legal language and
formalities of such hearings can be
difficult to deal with. The objectors
built a detailed, comprehensive and
balanced case against the proposal.
It is rare for the community to win
a case at VCAT when up against
barristers and professional teams.
Warrandyte should be proud of the
outcome, though it might be difficult
to persuade Barry the Bowser of this
as well as the second anonymous
Warrandyte resident who also wrote
supporting a service station.
Another nice irony was in the third
anonymous letter entitled Sick of
Traffic from a Mr R. Rage, Warrandyte. He complained of being sick of
all the road, bridge, powerline and
sewage works that are currently having a detrimental effect on traffic in
the town. Perhaps he should chat to
Barry the Bowser who feels that no
progress is happening in the town at
all. Progress does happen. Hopefully
it happens in ways that, thanks to
efforts of the aforementioned boofhead greenies and fuddly-duddlys,
enhance rather than destroy the
amenity of the place.
Anonymity is not a good way
to go. It allows people to harass
others and be rude and aggressive
There is increasing concern about
the way anonymity through online
platforms such as Snapchat, Twitter
and Facebook have altered the way
people deal with conflict and allows

poll of 299 votes received on the
WCA website were opposed to
the development,” Doug Seymour
said.
The determination is a lengthy
48 pages which essentially refuses
the permit on planning grounds,
making frequent reference to
council’s original reasons for refusal.
“This is a visually sensitive site
warranting a low impact use and
the decision recognised that. We
also applaud the recognition of
the likely severe impact on the
amenity of residences to immediate north of the site. It is entirely
reasonable to ask fellow residents
to think about how they would
feel living next to a petrol station
perched up above your house,” Ms
Barrett said.
The Diary will keep readers
informed via its website and Facebook page if the Applicant chooses
to take the matter to the Supreme
Court.

Roundabout servo a no go
comment
By VAL POLLEY

VCAT has ruled. There will not be a
service station on the site near the
Harris Gully roundabout. The submitters who spent weeks in preparation and then days at the hearings
were delighted with the outcome.
From the letters in the September
Diary there will be others in the
community who will be fulminating
over the decision.
There was a delicious irony in the
letter signed with the nom de plume
Barry the Bowser. In it he complains
about the fact he couldn’t put his
real name to the letter because when
he dared do that on Facebook he
was accosted by greenies having a
whinge. Yet he felt quite comfortable
that, once protected by anonymity in
the Diary, he could then attack those
who opposed the service station as
‘bullies’, ’boofhead greenies’ and
‘fuddly-duddly old school crew’.
Warrandyte once had three service
stations. They gradually closed
when they could no longer compete
with large service stations and supermarket fuel vouchers from Coles
and Woolworths. If all residents had
continued to support the last of the
service stations (located where the
car wash is now situated) then it
might still be serving the town.
Barry the Bowser has missed the
point of the objections too. It was

not just about a service station per
se. It was about a proposal for a
service station that Manningham
council had already ruled against,
situated on a difficult site in a
neighbourhood residential zone with
environmental, inundation and other overlay controls. He personally

Online Review: Watching Big Brother
It’s pleasing then to see our local thespians tackling something more serious, says our reviewer ALAN CORNELL, especially when this brave new direction is initiated by its juvenile
arm, the Warrandyte Youth Theatre, and all the more satisfying to see it attracting such
strong audiences. See our review online with some incredible photos by STEPHEN REYNOLDS

all of above behaviours and trolling.
It should not happen in our local
paper. It was heartening to see Kerry Boyle having the courage of her
convictions and signing her letter
of opposition to the service station
for all to see.
We are fortunate to live in a society where all points of view can
be considered. There have been
ample opportunities for supporters
of a service station to put their
viewpoint over during the very long
planning process. If there is a convincing argument then people must
be prepared to put it forward with
their name to back it up and be prepared to argue the case. Otherwise
it has no credibility.
Actually in regard to the service
station application there’s still one
more step to go. The applicant Platinum King could still apply to the
Supreme Court for leave to appeal
(which has to be done by October
10). After trawling through the 48
pages of the Tribunal report it is
difficult to see grounds for appeal.
However as a committed greenie and
fuddly-duddly, I, along with the rest
of the community, will just have to
await the final outcome…
• Good call, Val. The Diary has
made the decision to only publish
letters by those prepared to put
their name to them. As a publisher
once told me, “If you don’t want
to put your name to something,
don’t do it!” – editor Scott P
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Bank backs cancer projects
By DEANNE DICKSON

WARRANDYTE Community Bank’s
staff and directors are at it again,
supporting some great local community initiatives raising funds
for two very worthy cancer fundraising campaigns.
A team of 20 participated in the
recent Manningham Relay For
Life, held across the second weekend in September raising more
than $3000 for the event and aiding the Cancer Council to reach
its target of $50,000.
Our bank’s team will also be
supporting the Scalp Cooling Machines to prevent hair loss from
Chemotherapy for Breast Cancer
Fundraising Campaign, with two
scalp cooling machines set to be
housed at Maroondah Hospital.
Hair loss is an outcome of breast
cancer chemotherapy. Scalp cooling machines prevent hair loss.
This prevention will drastically
reduce the visible trauma and
stigma of cancer, preserving
self-esteem and dignity for women receiving chemotherapy for
breast cancer.
Maroondah Hospital, our local
community hospital as part of
Eastern Health, will become the
first local health service in Victoria and most likely in Australia to
offer this new scalp cooling treatment free of charge to women
receiving breast cancer chemotherapy.

Funds raised will be used to purchase two scalp cooling machines.
Two scalp cooling machines will
treat four women simultaneously.
“This fundraising campaign
is a very exciting opportunity
to make this service a reality at

Maroondah Hospital in the very
near future. So many women in
our community will have access
to a service previously beyond
their reach. This service will prevent many women going through
the terrible side effect of hair

loss and thus having the constant
visible reminder that they are seriously ill,” said Eastern Health’s
Director of Cancer Services, Professor Phil Parente.
The Coolheads project will run
throughout October and Novem-

ber. To make a contribution and
make a difference to women experiencing the trauma of breast
cancer treatment, donate at:
www.coolheads.org.au or drop
into the branch at 144 Yarra St,
Warrandyte.

WPS kids welcome new Australians
By GEORGIE WILKINSON

SOME Warrandyte Primary School
students recently showed compassion and maturity towards Syrian
refugees who may soon be settled
in Eltham.
Kayla from Grade 6 at WPS was
the first to reach out a hand of
friendship and wrote an enthusiastic welcome to these displaced
families.
“I live just around the corner
from Eltham. The community is
very welcoming and wishes all the
best for you. Some great things
are the plants and animals that are
near us everyday, like possums,
kangaroos and lots of other native
animals and the opportunities we
get to play sport, and have time to
play in the garden.”
She then approached her classmates at school to see if they
wanted to write similar letters that
will be collated and presented as a
‘Welcome Book’ to the new members of the community.Writing the
letters provided a great opportunity for the students to embrace
Warrandyte Primary School’s values of Creativity, Achievement, Respect and Encouragement (CARE).
These grade 5 and 6 students

have demonstrated what a wonderful community we live in with
respect and understanding for
each other.
“I hope here you can live a nor-

mal life without fear or tyranny.
In my heart you are perfectly welcome. Don’t let ANYBODY tell you
that you’re not worth it,”
- Lilly, Grade 5, WPS.

Where there’s a need
there’s a Lion!
Community members aware of hardships being experienced by friends or
neighbours, may contact Lions for assistance. We have been supporting local
people in need since Lions commenced in Warrandyte in 1972.
All requests are treated with strict confidence.
Please contact our President Jenni Dean 0401 963 583 if you are able
to assist us in continuing our valuable community work.
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Wonga Park 8 Valley Road
Felton Park - the pinnacle of luxury
Luxuriously appointed throughout, this stunning 112 square home provides a myriad of
generous living spaces and brilliant entertainment areas. Enjoy cooking in the state of the art
kitchen, relax in the rumpus room or enjoy a movie in the theatre room. Accommodation
includes four decadently large bedrooms, each with a lavish ensuite and walk in dressing
room. Outdoors there´s a superb in-ground pool surrounded by tropical gardens. Extras:
study, two bedroom studio apartment, ducted heating/vacuuming, refrigerated cooling,
Jarrah floorboards.

6
Private Sale
Inspect
Price
Land
Daniel Bullen
Blackburn
Web

By appointment
$3.8m-$4.2m
10 acres (approx.)
0412 809 725
9908 5700
jelliscraig.com.au

6

16
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Shop 11 Goldfields Plaza, Warrandyte
9844 5083 or 0401 672 309 | adadamo@bigpond.com

HAIRDRESSING CONSULTANTS
AWARD WINNING CUTTING AND COLOUR
SPECIALISING IN ALL ASPECTS OF HAIR
AMONIA FREE COLOUR SPECIALISTS
PURE KERATIN SMOOTHING
FAMILY FRIENDLY SALON
LADIES, MENS AND CHILDREN
FORMAL HAIRDO’S – BRIDAL AND GRADUATION
ORGANIC HAIR PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
IN OUR MODERN AND PROGRESSIVE SALON

WARRANDYTE
QUALITY
MEATS
SHOP 9, GOLDFIELDS PLAZA
9844 1563 | warrandytequalitymeats@gmail.com

Your favourite local Cafe is transforming into a boutique local wine bar
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT FROM 6PM

WARRANDYTE
NEWSAGENCY

Beer, Cider, Wine, Tapas and live music each week plus
OCTOBER 21 - Crepe night straight from the streets of Paris
NOVEMBER 4 - Sliders night - slow cooked lamb & pork sliders
Bookings essential for these nights 9844 5124
Come on down to the Night Owl
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Letters to the Diary including emails must
include the writer’s full name, address and
phone number, even if not intended for publication. Letters may be edited for reasons of
style, length or legality. Letters to be emailed
to: editor@warrandytediary.com.au

It’s that time of year again
Dear Diary,
Rates in North Warrandyte
have always been an issue,
increasing considerably each
year, so it was with great
delight to discover that this
year our rates have remained
the same.
Over the last 30 years living
in North Warrandyte, several
letters and phone calls have
been exchanged with council
to no avail. I still don’t know
why my property and the
neighbours on either side are
charged different amounts.
Nor do I know how they value
a property.

In about 2000 we subdivided, retaining 1.5 acres and
selling 1.1. We thought the
extra upside to this sale was
that the rates would reduce.
Not so, they increased, and
when I inquired as to why,
I was told they hadn’t been
assessed correctly in previous years. From that point
on until I managed to get
someone at council to listen,
our property was overvalued
by $100,000.00 per year.
I was also concerned that
although North Warrandyte
paid such high rates, it received nothing for them

( was t e m anagem ent et c
aside).
When I had a conversation regarding this, with the
then mayor, Warwick Leeson,
he advised me that it was
because North Warrandyte
didn’t want anything. I agreed,
but why not then charge
higher rates to those suburbs
benefiting from the monies
and lower rates for those of us
not benefiting. This became
apparent once again in the
leaflet sent out by council
with our rates notice this year.
It listed all the improvements
being carried out in Eltham,

Diamond Creek, Research,
Yarrambat and Hurstbridge.
No mention of North Warrandyte.
And, although roads are an
issue for VicRoads, it would
be nice if council could get
onto them, especially Kangaroo Ground Road which is
continually patched up, as
they all need serious work.
Something for the incoming
candidates for council to
think about. It would have
been nice to see a bit more
Warrandyte representation
amongst the candidates.
Briony Bottarelli

GALLERY AND SHOP
PROUDLY SUPPORTING LOCAL AND AUSTRALIAN ARTISTS

UNIQUE AUSTRALIAN ART & CRAFT, HOMEWARES
AND CONTEMPORARY GIFTS
OPEN 10AM - 5PM EVERYDAY - 103 YARRA ST WARRANDYTE 3113

For information about current events
VISIT US ON FACEBOOK or at STONEHOUSEGALLERY.COM
T [03] 9844 3629

A chance to learn about our candidates
Dear sir,
I am delighted that the Warrandyte Diary is publishing
statements from the local
candidates in the upcoming
council elections.
I think this is a fantastic way
to get the people involved in
local politics, as local issues
are often quite difficult to find
information about. I think it’s
fantastic that the Warrandyte
Diar y is giving us the opportunity to learn about the
candidates before we cast
our votes.
My one concern is that in

the past, council candidates
have been able to list their
preferences in the ballot
packs which have been distributed to people’s houses.
Unfortunately, this system
has been abused by many
people. Candidates don’t win
because they’re good candidates any more; they win
because they have enough
money to run several dummy
candidates all of whom pass
their preferences straight on
to one person. As a result, my
ward, Sugarloaf Ward, has 14
people on its ballot paper,

only five of whom have any
interest in getting elected.
This year, the VEC has finally
tried to fix this problem by
preventing candidates from
putting their preferences in
the ballot packs. That means
that this year is our chance to
stop the cheats.
This year, we can put the
power back in the hands of
the voters.
If voters carefully read the
candidate statements in the
Warrandyte Diar y, I’m sure
they can decide on their own
preferences without being

influenced by dummy candidates. Will the Warrandyte
Diar y ensure happens by
preventing candidates from
putting their preferences into
their statements? The 200
words from the candidates
should be used to tell us what
they are going to do for us, not
who we should vote for.
I am really excited to have
a local government election
where candidates can win off
merit. I really hope you can
help to make this happen.
Ben Ramcharan
Warrandyte

Team effort a winner in opposition to fuel station proposal
Dear editor,
Congratulations to the Warrandyte community team for
your fabulous work opposing
this proposal.
I am pleased to hear of
the successful outcome at
VCAT. The decision reflects
the quality of the coordinated
and thorough opposition to
the proposal from both Community and council teams.
To paraphrase both the findings and an objector, many of
the elements in the proposal
belong on the docks not in
Warrandyte.

VCAT found the proposal
would have an unacceptable
impact on the environmental
and landscape values of Warrandyte, and has rightly been
rejected, thus protecting the
resediential character and
amenity of the area.
The professional and determined community campaign
against the development was
first class and focused on
precisely these issues.
Warrandtye should be proud
of your achievement.
Paul McLeish
Mayor Manningham council

Everyone in Warrandyte reads the Diary
For local advertising that works call Briony on 9844 0555 or email briony@warrandytediary.com.au

Training Program for Community
Organisations 2016/2017

Evaluation of your Project/
Grant Acquittal
Wednesday 19 October 2016,
6.30 pm – 9.30 pm
Function Room 3, Civic Centre,
699 Doncaster Road, Doncaster
Facilitated by Jenny Holliday
– Director, Non Profit Training
All community organisations including community and
children’s services, sports clubs, recreation, leisure,
arts and cultural groups are invited to attend our
community training program.
Projects are developed because there is a realisation
that something needs to change. As such, behind
every successful grant application should be a
process to evaluate the impact of your project.
This session will provide you with the tools to help you
decide how you will conduct your program evaluation
and describe to funders the impact your project has
had on the community.
This session will cover: planning an evaluation,
choosing evaluation methods, gathering data, data
analysis and acquitting funds.
All sessions are free of charge. Bookings are essential
at www.manningham.vic.gov.au/community-trainingprogram or call The Grants Team on 9840 9305.

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

Places are limited (only 2 bookings per community
group), so please book early.

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!

on labour only.

Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook

Certified by the Chief Executive Officer, Warwick Winn, in accordance
with Section 55D of the Local Government Act 1989.

LOW IMPACT

GROUP
EXERCISE
CLASS
** FIRST CLASS FREE **

9.45 MA MON & WED
At Domeney
Community Centre

Knees Rd, Park Orchards
Improve strength & balance,
Keep fit, have fun & socialise!

Call Liz 0427 310 881

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au
warrandytevet.com.au

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron
Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

Yoga, meditation
& creative dance

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Skylights & Whirlybirds

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490
selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

9844 1128

bhavacentre@gmail.com

• Gutterguard & Leaks
• Rainwater Tanks
• Insulation

A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D
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Big-hearted Basher Nev
By JAMES POYNER

THE Warrandyte community is
known for its supportive attitude
and general giving nature.
The Colenso family have not only
been in Warrandyte for half a century but have also been a shining
example of that Warrandyte spirit.
Lyn Colenso set up the Bhava
Centre on West End Road some 30
years ago while her daughter Maedy
Colenso is a naturopath practitioner
at the Possum Hollow natural health
clinic.
However, the focus of the Diary’s
attention for this profile is the family’s father, Neville (Nev) Colenso, a
recently retired screen printer who
has spent the best part of the past 10
years raising money for Variety, the
children’s charity that specialises in
empowering children who are sick,
disadvantaged or who have special
needs.
Nev achieves this by raising money
to take part in the annual Victoria
Bash, a point-to-point tour where
teams take cars over 30 years old
and drive them through Outback
Australia, visiting towns and schools
and raising awareness for disadvantaged children.
“The most enjoyable thing is when
you go to a school, especially a
disadvantaged school to give out
things. You see the faces of these
kids getting these gifts, how they
love seeing all the cars,” said Nev.
As well as getting away from the
daily grind to do something a little
bit different for a good cause, participants in “The Bash” are encouraged
to style their cars, and themselves,
in a fun theme. Nev is on his third
Mercedes-Benz bash car.
For his first car, Nev and his team
went as The Wombat Boys, which
had a giant wombat on a skateboard
on the roof of his car, but these days
Nev can be seen bashing as Popeye
in his bright green “Spinachmobile”.
“Every four years The Bash has
a big get together of all the Bashes
from the other states,” Nev said.
“The last one they had was in Sydney. To see some 500 cars all in the
showgrounds in Sydney, all dressed
up is fantastic, really.
In his early 20s, Nev spent six
months travelling around Australia
in an old Land Rover, so he is no
stranger to adventurous road trips,

All for a great cause: Neville Colenso
and his daughter Maedy.

he really is just bashing for the children but each year he has to raise a
minimum amount of money, last year
he had to raise a minimum of $8000.
“In 10 years I have probably raised
$120,000. There is always a minimum
amount but I try to raise a bit more
if I can. The last three years we have
got up to $15,000,” said Nev, who explains how he raises all this money.
“A lot of people raise more who
use their franchise businesses to
generate donations. But we don’t
do too bad considering we just do
tin rattles and go down the market
selling mandalas and have sausage
sizzles at the IGA. We also sell names
on the car and ask businesses for
$400 donation to have their name
on the car.”

Nev really does give it all for the
bash. Using his screen printing skills
he produces stickers for Variety as
well as bash branded stubby holders
that are given out to the competitors
on the bash.
Now 75 and retired, Nev is looking
to relaxing a little but is still fully
committed to the bash. He is down
at the Warrandyte market every
month and occasionally outside the
IGA, so look out for the big green
Spinachmobile and say hello to
Nev (who may or may not be in his
Popeye outfit) and buy a mandala or
a sausage and help him continue to
raise vital funds for Variety.
“I can concentrate more on Variety
now, and I will keep doing it until I
can’t cope any more.”

Benefit concert for Pat Cronin Foundation
By TOBY WARD

Pat Cronin

CYRIL

FAMILY and friends of Patrick
Cronin are holding a benefit
concert later this month to raise
funds for the Pat Cronin Foundation.
The organisation, established
following the sudden passing of
Patrick, aims to raise awareness
and increase education and research towards preventing violent attitudes.
The all-ages show will be held at
St John’s Church in Mitcham on
October 29 and is set to feature
some of the local areas biggest
bands including Set the Score,
Transit Gloria and Stuck Out.
Patrick’s brother, Lucas, says

the organisation has a lot it wants
to achieve and community driven
events are crucial.
“The foundation has high aims
and needs the support from grass
roots to keep raising awareness.
We will continue to honour Pat
through everything we do.”
“Our family would like to thank
everyone for their love and support over the last six months. It’s
been a terribly difficult time for
us all, and the support from everyone has been incredible, we
couldn’t have got by without it,”
Lucas said.
Concert organiser, Josh Godwin, says the local music scene
gives the Pat Cronin Foundation

a greater opportunity to connect
with the wider community.
“All of the bands performing on
the day believe strongly in the
message the Pat Cronin Foundation is spreading,” he said.
“The idea of the benefit gig basically came after we saw the hard
work the Cronin family was doing
with the foundation. Lucas has
a lot of mates who play music in
one capacity or another and we
thought we would help out in the
best way we know how. Some of
Patrick’s closest friends are playing on the day, too.”
The benefit show is alcohol and
drug-free and is expected to draw
a large crowd of young and old.

By PAUL WILLIAMS

Josh says the line-up features a
variety of musical interests and
fundraising activities between
performances.
“People can expect a very laid
back fun show on the day. We
have raffles with some pretty cool
prizes to be won and a fundraising BBQ,” Josh says. “We have a
very mixed bill so hopefully there
is something for everyone’s music
tastes!”
To donate and for more information about the Pat Cronin
Foundation, visit: patcroninfoundation.org.au or more information about the Patrick Cronin
Benefit Show, visit: facebook.
com/events/604926476356731

CLYDE
Solution to last month’s puzzle:
Solution to last month’s puzzle:
Mount Everest. It was there even before it was
discovered.

Farewell, Clyde
The Diary would like to thank the brains behind
Clyde for all his wonderful contributions over the
years.
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Your candidates
MANNINGHAM CITY COUNCIL - MULLUM MULLUM WARD

ANDREW CONLON

CARLI LANGE

GLENN COLLINS

GRACE LA VELLA

GRAHAM MARGETTS

MAVERICK KNIGHT

Warrandyte is a great place to live –
most of the time. Having very nearly
lost our home in the Warrandyte
fire in February 2014, my primary
concern is the threat of bushfires
every summer. While I understand
that this risk cannot be totally removed, I firmly believe that more
can be done to reduce the risks.
This is my main reason for running
for council. I hope to raise the commitment of Manningham towards
maintaining our bushland (much
of which is owned by the council
and other authorities) such that
rotting vegetation is being managed
well – allowing the bush to thrive
while at the same time reducing
the amount of fuel. I also hope to
ensure that collaboration between
Council, State government, CFA,
other councils, utilities, volunteer
groups and residents is maximised
towards reduced risk outcomes. I
believe that good governance starts
with councillors committed to integrity and transparency along with
the necessary skills to be able to
listen to various views, ask the right
questions and thus make balanced
decisions that always serve the
best interests of Manningham residents. My significant experience as
an engineer and through serving on
various boards and committees has
equipped me with these skills.

I am a resident of Warrandyte, who
is passionate and committed to
representing all Mullum Mullum
residents. My priorities are: environment and community safety;
quality services; responsible development and infrastructure; good
relationships = good communities;
committed involvement = effective
decision making; strong leadership
= decisive actions. Let’s focus on
fundamental values of embracing
change by putting the environment
and ratepayers FIRST!
As a mother of three children,
primary/secondary teacher and
daughter of retired parents, I understand all the needs, pressures and
pleasures that come with life across
three generations and I’ve been actively involved in our community as
Kindergarten Enrolment Officer and
advocate for community campaigns
on local drainage and infrastructure. My aim as an independent
councilor is to: listen to and represent our community; work towards
achieving the best results for our
community; and be accountable.
Innovative decisions to secure
our future. Make your vote count!
Protect the place we call home! A
leader who lives local and reflects
the values of our community.
Vote 1 Carli Lange.

Having been a ratepayer in this
city fo 30 years I have experienced
many changes, some good others
not so good at all.
I have experience in management
and marketing in companies such
as Boral, Salter, Husqvarna and UK
engineering multi national James
Heill, and local manufacturing businesses of 80+ employees. I have
owned my own real estate/development business and am still involved
in this today.
My aims in council are very simple:
Foremost is to act in the interests of
ratepayers in all respects; Support
the creation of sensible initiatives to
improve the amenities of Manningham; Review the promotion of activities and policies to those which
are relevant to local government
responsibilities and be mindful of
costs for which there is no direct
benefit to ratepayers; Assist upon
request any member of the community who seeks assistance dealing
with council or other agencies of
government; Promote a value for
cost assessment of all projects and
services supplies by council; and I
also declare I am not joining council to promote any future political
ambitions.

If elected, I will represent you with
openness, accountability, integrity
and courage. I have seven years
of experience on council, a proven
track record with a strong community voice. (Public transport.
infrastructure, planning and economic development). I have lived
in Manningham for 35 years where
I raised my children. I am actively
embedded within the community
and was honoured with a Menzies
Australia Day award for my contribution. I was raised in a country town
surrounded by bushland, therefore
understand and respect the beauty
and vulnerability of the environment
and will make every effort to ensure
our community is safe and that our
green wedge is protected. Councillors’ responsibility is to endorse
sound financial management and I
am well equipped to do this, having
owned and run two viable small
businesses. Successful outcomes
are achieved by working in partnership and developing strong, respectful relationships with the community
irrespective of age, race or culture.
I am currently a Doncare volunteer
mentor for survivors of domestic violence. My vision is to foster and be
part of a unified, focused and active
council that treats all members of
the community with respect and understanding. Vote 1 Grace La Vella.

As a long-term resident of Manningham, father and grandfather,
trustee of a local charity, and managing director of an international
manufacturing organisation, I have
both a nuanced understanding of
the real issues within our community, and the skills and experience
to enact real change. If elected,
my goal for Manningham for the
next four years will be ensuring
that you, the residents, receive real
return for your rates. I will make
sure that your investment in Manningham is spent on the services
you most need, including better
aged care, well maintained parks
and recreation spaces and efficient
waste management. Utilising the
skills I’ve acquired through decades of business experience, I’ll
be able to turn your priorities into
an actionable plan and execute
accordingly. Manningham isn’t just
about business though - I want to
preserve the ‘heart and soul’ of our
beautiful area. I am keenly aware
that the Manningham of today may
not resemble the Manningham of
tomorrow if we don’t take town
planning seriously. That’s why I’m
so passionate about sustainable
development that preserves our
wonderful lifestyle whilst ensuring
that Manningham has adequate infrastructure to remain future-proof.

I want to show other generations
that my generation IS interested
in creating change. I want to show
my generation that we CAN create
change. I am standing for Manningham Council to not only be
a voice for our youth, but for all
generations. I am 19, have lived in
Manningham most of my life and I
am currently studying Conservation
and Land Management. I genuinely
feel part of my local community and
would like to create an environment
of social inclusion for all the people
living in Manningham. I would like
to advocate further commitment
to the Doncaster Rail project and
increase public transport services.
It is now more important than ever
to listen to our community and act
on a wide range of important issues
such as healthy living, mental wellbeing, disability services, crisis and
support services and community
safety. Our parks and open spaces
are what set this area apart from
other councils and it is important to
preserve their biodiversity and the
Green Wedge, implement further
innovative water management initiatives, waste reduction and green
living policies. I firmly believe that
only together, as a community, we
will grow and prosper in our unique
part of the world. It is time to embrace change and have a diverse
representation on our council.

SOPHY GALBALLY

PAUL McLEISH

DR PETER CLARK

RAYMOND LAI

MEG DOWNIE

THOMAS LIGHTBODY

I am grateful that my family benefitted so much through our association
with Warrandyte and Park Orchards
kinders, local schools and sporting
clubs. I have consistently advocated
for improved facilities in all of Mullum Mullum. In my term as councillor
we have completed the Warrandyte
Library, Warrandyte Reserve, Coleman Reserve, Graffitti Art at Warrandyte skatepark. We are reclaiming
the South Warrandyte Hall for
community use, building the 5 court
high ball stadium at Mullum Mullum
Reserve and also providing a much
needed public toilet at the bakery!
I have strongly advocated for the
protection of our environment and
community lifestyle. We must now
focus on solving the traffic issue in
Yarra St and the Bridge! I seek alternative solutions to the ‘Business as
usual model’ that councils habitually
adopt, Melbourne Hill Rd a classic
example. Mullum Mullum must be
proactive and progressive. I plan
to continue advocating strongly for
innovative and environmentally sensitive responses from council. I plan
to continue supporting community
groups and individuals in their endeavours. Mullum Mullum residents
have a strong resolve to protect our
area for future generations. Help me
to protect our values and environment. Give me your VOTE 1.

It’s been an honour and privilege to
work for our community in my first
term as a councillor, and serving
two terms as mayor. Last election I
promised that I’d work for a highball
stadium at Mullum Mullum Reserve,
and construction is about to commence. I have delivered promised
changes to the planning scheme to
increase protection from overdevelopment for the lower density areas
of Manningham. During the next
term I plan to strengthen the planning scheme to better protect the
village character and bushland/river
vistas of Warrandyte. I worked with
the council staff to ensure our community groups were central to the
transition for the market. If re-elected I’ll work with the community to
identify and develop eco-tourism
opportunities for Warrandyte, such
as investing in our historical and indigenous tourism destinations, and
establishing cycling tourism routes
and facilities. I will work to complete
the walking and cycling paths to
Warrandyte and the Warrandyte
High School, and continue to fight
for improved bus services. I will continue to advocate for a sustainable
and inclusive council which acts in
the best interests of both the Warrandyte and Manningham communities. I ask for your support by voting
1 Paul McLeish.

I have lived in Mullum Mullum ward
for over 20 years with my wife (Libby) and two children (now adults).
I studied for a doctorate in science
(physics) over 30 years ago. Today
I am a consultant to Governments,
Academia, and Industry in innovative areas of science and technology. As I now work only part-time, I
have the time and energy to devote
to representing the community at
council meetings, events and activities. I support a cap on rate rises
and will ensure that Manningham
council delivers value for money
services to which locals are entitled.
I particularly appreciate the “outer
urban” character of much of the
Mullum Mullum Ward. I regularly
enjoy walks with my family and dog
along the Yarra at Warrandyte, the
Warrandyte markets, and supporting
local traders in the area. I am keen
on “Keeping Mullum Mullum Beautiful” with more attention directed
to stopping graffiti and keeping
walkways, parks and waterways
clear of rubbish and well maintained.
I believe that it is the duty of a councillor to represent the majority views
of the residents, in areas such as the
environment, fire plans, road systems, and housing developments.
As such, I will work to represent the
views of the majority of residents in
council deliberations.

My family fell in love with Mullum
Mullum area when they migrated
to Australia from Hong Kong. It’s
been over 20 years and we still live
in the same place. My current job
is an IT consultant. My son grew up
locally and studied at Milgate PS
and Whitefriars College. Our family
always enjoy walking along the
Mullum Mullum Creek, looking for
koala, kangaroo and platypus. We
also drive up to the Warrandyte river regularly, walking along the river
and visiting the ducks. The low profile Round-About Café is our favor
place for a cup of coffee. One thing
that really concerns me in recent
years is that the overdevelopment
in Doncaster Hill has spilled out to
The Pines area and Mullum Mullum
Creek is just a few hundred metres
away. I may not have a fancy CV
like some high profile candidates
but I definitely have a heart, especially caring about the environment.
I had over eight years of experience
involved with a community committee for over 10,0000 residents back
in HK, fighting against the inappropriate development. I want you
to vote for me so that I can stand
against more overdevelopment in
our Mullum Mullum Ward. MANNINGHAM IS OUR HOME. YES,
WE CARE!

It’s my honour to have been your
councillor for the past eight years.
I want to continue to work hard for
the greater Warrandyte community.
You have my commitment to retain
our low density and Green Wedge
areas, which are precious and
must be preserved. I am proud to
have helped deliver the upgraded
Warrandyte Community Centre and
Sports Pavilion and the High Ball
facility at Mullum Mullum Reserve.
My focus now is on achieving a
major upgrade of Domeney Pavilion
and restoring Warrandyte South
Hall for Community use. As Chair
of the Emergency Planning and Fire
Management Committees I work
closely with the WCA, SES and CFA
brigades to prepare our community
for emergencies. As a council we
are also prepared. Educating our
community to have a fire plan is
essential and a continual focus for
me. I am interested in the concept
of fire sirens. If it’s the community’s
wish, I will be your advocate. I want
to keep Warrandyte a vibrant tourist
centre and preserve our heritage
buildings. Personal safety is important. I’m keen to expand Neighbourhood Watch. You elect me to make
hard decisions. I act with integrity
and vote for what I believe is right.

KARIN GENAT

have completed post graduate
studies in aged care as well as in
training and assessment. The key
issues that I would like to address
for Mullum Mullum are safety and
security for all residents and the
community as a whole. Supporting increases in police resourcing
as well as more community education, supporting the expansion
of the Warrandyte bridge across
the Yarra River, enabling better

access, especially as Warrandyte
is in one of the high risk fire areas. With the development and
increase in population maintaining
optimum services and facilities for
all residents through all life stages
and abilities, finally, serving with
integrity and keeping open communication with all residents.

I am passionate about Manningham and its residents having lived
here for over 20 years. I am married and a mother of two teenage
boys. I have always been involved
in kindergarten, school and sporting committees as well as other
local clubs. I am currently working
as a district nurse with RDNS,
leading a team of nurses. I also

I’ve lived in the Mullum Mullum
ward of Manningham for many
years because I love the area. I’m
really interested in improving our
neighbourhoods while reducing
our ecological foot print. Studying
Architecture and Urban Planning
at Melbourne University has given
me insight into how we can achieve
this. Through the years I have done
much work in the community, and
at the moment I’m coaching at a
local children’s gymnastics club.
I’m also passionate about ensuring
the many communities in Mullum
Mullum are looked after, and the
local cultures in Warrandyte and
throughout the Mullum Mullum are
looked after and preserved. I’m
invested in growing and improving
these areas. It’s important we protect our amazing Green Wedge and
cultures, as they’re what brought us
to this beautiful part of Melbourne.
I believe that our council needs
stronger, broad and more effective
community input so that we can
deliver outcomes and services that
are effective and the most efficient
use of funds. I look forward to bringing fresh ideas and perspectives to
council, and am excited to be your
voice.

MORE ONLINE

To view all ward candidate statements and contact
details visit:
Manningham City Council
vec.vic.gov.au/ManninghamElection/Candidates
Nillumbik Shire Council
vec.vic.gov.au/NillumbikElection/Candidates
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NILLUMBIK SHIRE COUNCIL - SUGARLOAF WARD

CATH GILES

GARRY RODGERS

GRAHAM CLARK

INGRID CRICHTON

JANE ASHTON

A lifelong resident of Nillumbik, I
value our communities and Green
Wedge; these are what make where
we live special. Increasingly out of
touch with ratepayer’s wishes, council has allowed unsustainably high
rates, divisive planning amendments
that have fractured our rural communities and a ‘plough on’ mentality
when asked to rethink issues. I plan
to change this. North Warrandyte,
our outer townships and rural areas
seem perpetually on the backburner,
with little to show by way of services
or basic infrastructure. Residents
deserve value for their rates dollar,
an efficient administration delivering
cost effective services where needed. I will work hard to achieve this.
Specifically, council must engage
with VicRoads to deal with traffic
congestion and the bridge issue in
Warrandyte, address concerns on
roadside management and bushfire
risk. Preserving the ‘village feel’ in our
townships is vital, along with supporting our local clubs and service
organisations. Thriving local businesses facilitated by council, create
jobs and share the rate burden. With
vast experience on committees and
project delivery, I will get things done
while keeping you fully informed. My
focus, capability and level headed
approach will ensure effective representation of your priorities.

My name is Garry Rodgers. I’ve
lived in Nillumbik for 32 years. In
earlier days this was a great place
to live, but now the rules imposed
by council have made Nillumbik a
dangerous place. On Black Saturday five houses in Christmas Hills
were totally destroyed, I owned
two of them. I lost everything and
nearly died. If we let this council
enforce C81 and C101, the next fire
will wipe out this Shire. I am totally
against these overlays. The current
council does not represent the
people. Make sure the person you
vote for is working for you and your
freedom of choice. NOT against
you! My tow truck business, GR8
Services, is based in Christmas
Hills and local people all say they
don’t want any more restrictions
than they already have. Rates
should be lower, building approvals
should be easier and if you have
room for a horse and want fences,
WHO’S stopping you? COUNCIL.
The building trade all know Nillumbik. I believe it is a feared and
hated council all over Australia. I
want change! Ratepayers should
enjoy dealing with council not fear
them! VOTE 1: ROGERS, Garry;
2: FROST, Robyn; 3: CLARK,
Graham.

Our family came to Kangaroo
Ground in 1973 and we started a
family and built a business in Hurstbridge operating trucks, buses and
now mobile cranes. Our kids were
educated here and we got involved
in netball, pony club, CFA and just
about everything else. It was and
still is a grouse environment to live
and bring up a family and we feel
privileged to live and work locally. After attending many council
meetings, I came to the conclusion
that Nillumbik has lost focus on the
important things that ratepayers
expect. RATES are too high and
residents deserve better. ROADS
there are too many dirt roads, they
are expensive to maintain and
eat up council resources. FISCAL
MANAGEMENT Council are always
battling to fund projects partly because money gets diverted to dubious projects that have little to show.
COUNCIL MANAGEMENT planning
department has too much power
and needs to be refined. C81 &
C101 Another costly exercise, these
amendments must be abandoned.
They impose overly restrictive
controls on landowners and force
them into complex, expensive and
unnecessary permit requirements. I
reckon we deserve better.

I’m Ingrid Crichton and I have lived
in Nillumbik for over 30 years. I
worked in the Australian Public
Service for 37 years, and was a
director of local community banks
for eight years, so I understand
both bureaucracy and business.
I have also spent countless years
as a volunteer for many local organisations. I seek to be elected
to council because I believe the
current councillors and officers do
not properly represent, nor address
the needs of, our residents. We
pay amongst the highest rates in
Victoria, so let’s ensure that they
are well spent, that council is truly
accountable, and that its priorities
accord with those of the majority
of residents, not just the vocal
minority, who may not pay rates at
all. We need better roads, for many
reasons, but importantly so that
when bushfires threaten, people
can get out. We need the Ring road
to be completed to avoid local
roads being choked. Our beautiful
environment needs to be protected,
but let’s balance environmental issues with provision of services and
infrastructure that meets residents’
needs and protects them from both
overdevelopment and bushfires.
I will bring genuine consultation,
accountability, and balance. Cath
Giles shares my concerns.

Hello, my name is Jane Ashton
and I would like to congratulate the
Warrandyte Diary on recently printing their 500th edition, well done!
Particularly when so many local
papers have disappeared or no longer have any local content. I am all
about local content and community
engagement and that is why I am
running for council. I want to abandon C81 and C101, not only because they will burden us with even
more permit requirements, but also
because residents were not properly consulted. We are a dynamic,
intelligent and diverse community
that can help turn this “NO, SLOW”
council into the “YES, WE CAN”
council. I want to address the increase in fuel loads, the re-protection of Burgan and the minimal burn
offs during winter. The traffic chaos
in Warrandyte is symptomatic of
too little, too late. Another bridge
across the Yarra should have been
put in 10 years ago. I have worked
with local, state and federal government in my advocacy work; believe
I am inclusive, diplomatic and that
I can work to empower this community. Let us re-build trust in our
council and a Green Wedge Shire
that we all feel a part of. Together
we can create a dynamic Nillumbik
– The YES Shire.

KATE LAMBLE

KYLE GILLAN

LIEZL SHNOOKAL

LYNLEE TOZER

MARK KLEIN

PETER BELL

Hi. My name is Kate Lamble. I
have lived in Nillumbik Shire for
16 years and I currently live in the
Sugarloaf ward. I come from a
rural background, having grown
up in East Gippsland in a farming
family. This is one of the many
reasons I have a strong sense
of community and have been
an operational volunteer in the
Country Fire Authority (CFA) for
over 10 years – both in Eltham
and Kangaroo Ground. I believe in
sustainable land management and
the right for responsible landowners to manage their land sensibly.
I also have enormous respect
for our local environment and
believe this also includes bushfire
management carried out with the
purpose of keeping our community safe. I have an educational
background in health and public
health. Vote 1 Kate Lamble - Vote
2 Robyn Frost

I am an independent candidate
who has lived in Warrandyte for
more than 20 years. I understand
the issues facing Sugarloaf Ward.
I am focused on three key issues:
(1) Lower Rates. Nillumbik has
the highest rates in Victoria. This
is completely unacceptable. I will
scrutinise every council spending
measure to make sure we stop the
waste and get maximum value for
your tax dollar. (2) Green Wedge.
I am committed to improving and
fixing the C81/101 planning amendments and protecting the Green
Wedge. The concerns regarding
C81/101 should be considered but
abandonment is not the best way
forward. (3) Warrandyte Bridge. I
will continue to push for this project
to be delayed until real community
consultation can take place to
ensure a “best for Warrandyte solution”. Being a long time resident of
North Warrandyte I am committed
to focusing on the needs of North
Warrandyte as well as the needs
of the rest of Sugarloaf. I am not a
member of any political party and
have the best interests of the ordinary residents of Sugarloaf at heart.
It’s time for the next generation of
leadership to bring new energy and
progress to Nillumbik Shire. Vote 1
Kyle Gillan.

We live in a truly wonderful area
and if elected I will do my utmost
to keep it this way. I’ve loved living
in this Green Wedge ward for 38
years and my passion for the arts,
planning and the environment has
led me to help establish numerous
local community groups, such as
Theatre 451, Friends of Nillumbik
and St Andrews Landcare. If elected, I will regularly meet with North
Warrandyte residents and groups
in order to be your informed representative on Nillumbik Council.
I would also be a strong advocate
on your behalf to State and Federal
governments, departments and
authorities – for example, to push
for long-term solutions to North
Warrandyte’s traffic problems. As
the Greens candidate, I understand
the implications of climate change
and have experienced first-hand
the devastation of Black Saturday.
I can be trusted to work closely
with North Warrandyte residents to
continue to find ways of managing
bushfire risk. For more information
about who I am and what I stand
for, please go to bushtelegraphxpress.com or to greens.org.au/
LiezlShnookal. Or get in touch with
me: liezl_shnookal@iprimus.com.
au or 0409 549 684. I would greatly
appreciate your support by voting 1
for Liezl Shnookal.

Wominjeka! As a candidate for Sugarloaf, I stand for Nillumbik - I stand
for our Green Wedge. My deepest
concern is that our precious Wedge
is slowly being eaten away and we
have become complacent. Without
our care, it will continue to be eaten
away until it is just another suburb.
Nillumbik was set up as a Green
Wedge - a Conservation Shire and
the lungs of Melbourne. This does
NOT preclude other activities and
land uses. On the contrary, Nillumbik provides fabulous agricultural,
tourism, recreational as well as
environmental pursuits. Nillumbik
also offers wonderful residential living in Hurstbridge, Diamond Creek,
Eltham, Research, and Apollo Parkways with amazing services despite
difficulty financing such a wide
spread, diverse yet under-funded
municipality. We have something
very special here, which cannot be
recreated once it’s gone. We have
a lovely community, where people
actually care about other people.
And we have a beautiful place in
which to live. Please care for this
special place and don’t take it for
granted. A vote for me is a vote to
protect this place that we all love
and cherish. I am passionate about
Nillumbik, the environment, passive
recreation, animal welfare and rescue, and our people.

My name is Mark Klein, 31 years
old and lived in Nillumbik 20 years.
Running my own property maintenance business for 7 years. Live
on a rural property in Sugarloaf
with a lifestyle with horses, goats
& other animals in a bush setting.
Nillumbik is the area that I wish to
live, but many people I speak to in
the shire do not have confidence in
council. In fact, council is seen in
a negative light. A younger view is
needed on council to restore public
confidence that council will work
for residents, not just small interest
groups or spend all the rate money
in Eltham. Public consultation is
the minimum, Planning Scheme
Amendment C101 & C81 threatens
the fire safety of residents. Lowering rates, so that younger families
remain in the shire instead of leaving is paramount. Upgrades to Kangaroo Ground War Memorial, tree
planting programs on council land
are important initiatives. Highest
rates in Victoria & we receive some
of the lowest service levels. Road
networks are clogged in peak times
with no plans for change. It’s time
to change council to truly represent
the residents who live here. Vote 1
Mark Klein Vote 2 Robyn Frost.

I grew up in Eltham, studied economics at Monash while working
part time in the mud brick industry,
becoming a registered builder in
1980. We have lived on our rural
property for over 30 years. I have
always supported the Green Wedge
and the principles it is based on.
Nillumbik already has all the Planning Powers it needs to protect our
treasured environment. It does not
need to keep adding layer upon
layer of new restrictions and permit
requirements on our properties.
C81 and C101 must go. A number
of years ago, while in Warrandyte,
I was caught in a huge wind storm
that brought down trees, closing
the Kangaroo Warrandyte, Research Warrandyte and Menzies
roads. North Warrandyte and
Research residents will remember
it well. It was a graphic illustration
of the need for better bushfire risk
management, more attention to
road side fuel loads, better roads
with improved access in and out of
North Warrandyte and strategies
to discourage through traffic attempting to transit from East Link
to the Western Ring Rd. I want
to limit continual rate increases,
and restore the spread of funding
throughout the shire. I want this
dynamic community to be given its
voice back.

WARWICK LEESON

more transparent in their Warrandyte
bridge-widening project. Uncompromised by personal vested interests,
nor being accountable to any political
party, I do have a proud record of
active engagement and achievement with, and commitment to, the
Warrandyte area, over a broad range
of local policies, not just a single
issue. I will continue to: advocate for
improved bus services; protect our
environment; address infrastructure,
traffic issues and cost-shifting, and;
support Men’s Sheds and the White
Ribbon organisation to make North
Warrandyte a liveable and safe place
to live. Respecting residents’ rights to
manage their properties responsibly, I
will hold constructive community consultations to achieve a balanced and
fair outcome on Amendment C101.
I have the commitment, experience,
energy, passion and vision to be your
elected representative, but I need
your support.

ANTHONY MENDOLA
Additional overlays in Nillumbik
will impact on how we manage our
rural properties adding layers of expensive and time consuming permit
applications, restricting removal of
vegetation leading to an increase
in fuel loads for future fire seasons.
As a father of two young boys,
my wife and I moved to Kangaroo
Ground to enjoy a rural lifestyle and
raise our very young family. We are
responsible land owners and care
strongly for the environment. As the
councillor for Sugarloaf I would call
for the abolition of C81 and C101
and insist on transparent and vigorous dialogue with residents on any
future planning matters. A dynamic
and vibrant future for Nillumbik
needs a council that represents the
diversity and interests of the whole
community, not just those in the
main townships. I want guaranteed
funding to all parts of the Shire not
just Eltham and Diamond Creek;
a serious review of our existing
permit system; a genuine willingness to work with young families,
retirees, small business owner and
longer term planning and funding of
infrastructure to support the education and sporting activities of future
generations. I want to be part of
planning for an exciting new future
in Nillumbik.

ROBYN FROST
I am an independent candidate
living in Kangaroo Ground with my
husband Alister and three teenage
children for 20 years. We own and
operate a commercial vineyard. My
local involvement in the community
includes: Scouts; sporting groups;
school and kinder groups; Kangaroo
Ground CFA for 20 years. I am committed to: reducing the rate burden
in Nillumbik; improving services de-

livery to residents/ratepayers; seeing
proposed planning amendments C81
and C101 abandoned; working with
the community to develop and implement a sustainable Land Management Plan that balances the needs
of landowners and residents with the
environment; providing for community safety with a comprehensive and
realistic Emergency Management
Plan. Human life CANNOT be compromised! If elected I will advocate
for: responsible governance and
financial management; open deliberative engagement with residents,
ratepayers, local business, community groups and volunteer organisations; a proactive and consultative
approach to planning for the future
growth, sustainability and prosperity
in the Green Wedge of Nillumbik.
This includes an additional Emergency Escape Route from the North
Warrandyte and Research areas.

By voting for me, you’ll be voting
for a candidate with the vision, experience and capacity to unite our
community. I have a long, proven
history of engagement both as a
former mayor and councillor and a
dedicated community member. That
history includes the WCA, ‘Be Ready
Warrandyte’ bushfire campaign and
the Yarra Riverkeepers Association.
I’m encouraging VicRoads to be

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed by the council ward
candidates are theirs alone and do not reflect
the opinions of the Warrandyte Diary or any
employee thereof. Warrandyte Diary is not
responsible for the accuracy of any of the
information supplied by the candidates.

The Diary wishes all the candidates
in both Wards the best of luck.
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Vote for
someone
you know
and can
trust.
For positive outcomes to:
• Solving our roads and traffic issues
• Easing congestion on the Warrandyte Bridge
• Protecting the character and amenity of our township

VOTE for Warwick Leeson
You can trust my proven track record of local community
engagement and achievement; for over 10 years, I have
been part of your community, working with you, sharing your
visions, fighting your fights.

t 0439 347 797 | e vote4warwick@iprimus.com.au
Authorised by Warwick Leeson 100 Dawson Rd Kangaroo Ground 3097

At
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Into the Deep for good health
By GEM NOSTREM

WARRANDYTIANS have a chance to
experience an afternoon of a powerful practice combining Yoga Nidra
(guided relaxation), Yin Asana, Nada
Yoga (sound), Pranayama (breath
work) and meditation on Sunday
October 23.
“This extended practice is an
opportunity to slow down, breathe
deeply, and become more sensitive
to our own inner-landscape,” organiser Michelle Gregg-Rowan told
the Diary.
“Together we will slowly and gently stretch the connective tissues of
the body, helping to increase joint
mobility, fluidity of movement and
energy flow.”
Michelle explained that by holding
poses longer and with greater awareness we can begin to release stress
and ease physical and emotional
tension from the body, while opening
and releasing into a space of deep,
deep stillness, healing and rest.
All are welcome to the Sunday
event which takes place from 1.30pm
to 4.30pm. Cost is $40/$35.
“Both beginner and more advanced yogis can really benefit from
this quiet yet powerful practice,”
Michelle said.
For bookings and more information
phone Michelle on 0415 981 969, or
email michellegr@netspace.net.au
Meanwhile, Michelle told the
Diary local yoga hub Yoga Shala

Space in Yarra St, Warrandyte, “has
welcomed so many new students
from Warrandyte and beyond into
our beautiful studio space since first
opening our doors at the beginning
of the year”.
“Some have been experienced,
long term yogis, some have never
done yoga before. We have students
in their 60s and students who are

still in school. Some come for the
stretch, strength and flexiblilty that
yoga offers, some for the sense of
spiritual connection and community that a dedicated practice gives
them.”
One thing that most students have
in common, regardless of their initial
impulse to jump on the yoga train, is
the deep sense of peace and stillness

that Yoga brings into their lives,
Michelle explained.
“On that note we are very happy
to be expanding our timetable this
term, so that in addition to our regular and diverse class schedule we
are offering a Meditation/Yoga Nidra
course with experienced teacher
Nicola Vague,” she said.
Nicola’s six week Managing Stress

series involves the “meditation
made easy” practice of Yoga Nidra,
an ancient teaching that helps practitioners to disengage from stress
producing thoughts while allowing
the body to effortlessly restore itself.
Yoga Nidra is an energy based
practice that combines mindfulness,
relaxation and guided meditation,
allowing one to enter a ‘deep sleep’
state of stillness and ease while
remaining awake and aware.
“During Yoga Nidra you lie comfortably on the floor and are guided
through a powerful sequence of
breath and relaxation techniques to
help you effortlessly disengage from
the thinking mind and instead enter
a state of wholeness. You don’t have
to ‘do’ anything and you can’t get it
wrong,” Michelle said.
There is no intellectual or physical
learning curve to this practice. It is
suitable for all people. You don’t
need to know any postures or have
any background with yoga or meditation at all. The only prerequisite
to practicing Yoga Nidra is the time
and desire to learn, and a willingness
to show up.
Bookings are essential.
For more information and to
secure your spot in any of their
classes or workshops contact the
Yoga Shala Space team on 0415
981 969, email yogashalaspace@
gmailcom find them on Facebook,
or visit yogashalaspace.com.au

Time to Spring clean your garden
AS Spring begins to show its colours throughout
Warrandyte, it’s the perfect time to make a few
changes to your garden. The Diary’s TOBY
WARD caught up with Nick Katis from Warran
Glenn Garden Centre & Café to find out how any
gardener can liven up their outside space.
TW: Nick, can you tell us why
Spring is a good time for people to
get outdoors and start gardening?
NK: Well, gardening for 30 to 45
minutes is equivalent to walking
3km for 40 minutes or cycling 8km in
30 minutes. Daily gardening results
in a 36% lower rate of developing
dementia and scientists have found
that being around plants can reduce
stress and make us feel happier and
more relaxed.
What is going to blossom during
Spring? What colours can Warrandytians expect to see?
I’m sure that everyone’s noticed
that all of Warrandyte has a link
chain of bright Big Red Geraniums
in hanging baskets.
Organised by Julie Quinton and
her Warrandyte beautification team,
and supplied by Warran Glen, it defines Warrandyte as big, bright and
colourful.
Spring is also time for some new
and old favourites to take centre
stage including: Maples, Ornamental
Pears, Ornamental Cherries, Petu-

HOME GROUND
ADVANTAGE
nias and a huge range of exotic and
native flowering plants.
Why is Warran Glen the place
to go in Spring? What can people
expect in the next few weeks?
We have a massive range of plants,
pots and trees this Spring that will
turn garden dreams into reality.
We insist on ‘quality’, ‘natural’ and
‘value’ in all aspects of Warran Glen
and Spring is the time when this
shines most.
Our team, our customers and our
stock are all blooming at the moment
– so the more, the merrier!
What’s your advice for gardeners

and how can Warran Glen help?
Don’t fall for the trap of “cheap
plants” and no proper advice. We
have a team of qualified, dedicated
horticulturists that will help you
with the right plants, the right pots,
the right trees for your garden. We
can even come to your home for a
tailor made service which we call
our “Garden Consultation” service.
The word around town is you
have a pretty special food offering
there?
Well, Spring is alfresco time at War-

ran Glen Café. Our team of chefs and
café staff work together to provide
you with a local café/restaurant
delivering great food and great service. And kids are always welcome
to wander through the gardens and
play on Thomas the Tank Engine. In
October we have a series of FREE
Garden Talks: including this Sunday
October 16 at 11am with Melissa
King and Sunday October 23 at 11am
with Kevin Sheedy.
For more information visit
warranglen.com.au

Start Hearing Better

Yoga hub in the heart of Warrandyte

AFFORDABLE & STRESS-FREE
hearing solutions to improve your life!
DYNAMIC VINYASA FLOW
SLOW FLOW
YIN YOGA
HATHA YOGA
MEDITATION
PRE NATAL

168-178 Yarra St Warrandyte

CALL 9844 5863

M. 0415 981 969

for award-winning services

www.yogashalaspace.com.au
Yogashalaspace_Dec Ad_Final.indd 3

FREE
TO
T R Y!

1/10/2016 10:05 AM

Check out our video of Warran
Glen on our YouTube channel
www.warrandytediary.com.au
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Club of Warrandyte Donvale

Club Meetings
Tuesdays 6:30pm for 7:00pm start
Natalie’s Restaurant, 669 Maroondah Highway, Mitcham
All welcome. www.warrandytedonvalerotary.org.au

Introducing the new

Manningha m Business Website
Visit the new look Manningham Business website and see the range of features and
support available for businesses. You can:

Do you want to be part of an ethical organization which combines
helping your community, business networking, great social interaction,
personal growth and flexible attendance either as a member or a
volunteer? Contact:
Membership: Gavin Birch 0438 448 854
Program: Stephen Ennor: 0419 748 348
Meeting Attendance: Rob Edwards: 0409 258 744

• Find businesses in the local directory
• Discover workshops, seminars and more in our events calendar
• Search for business support and resources
• Get the latest business news
• Explore local shopping centres.
For more information, visit
www.manninghambusiness.com.au

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK
Check out our new Manningham Business
Facebook page and follow us for all the latest in
local business news and events.
Visit www.facebook.com/manninghambusiness

Certified by the Chief Executive Officer, Warwick Winn, in accordance with Section 55D of the
Local Government Act 1989.

Rotary and the Warrandyte
Riverside Market
Our club is delighted to be such a big part of the market along with
Warrandyte Lions, CFA, Warrandyte Community Church and the
Warrandyte Community Association. We thank all who are involved
with helping run the market, the customers and stall holders who make
it such a unique event on the first Saturday of every month.
Our club has pledged to donate our portion of market income to date
to the following local activities:
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House Exercise Group
Christmas Cakes for Meals on Wheels 		
Warrandyte Primary School Sports Precinct 		
We look forward to your continued support.

$2000
$2200
$1000
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painting &
decorating
Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

WARRANDYTE bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135

Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

Economical Repairs to:
TVs, DVDs, Hi-Fi, Computers, Telephones,
Electronic Equipment, Appliances
Computers: Laptops & Desktops
Telephones:
Repairs, Advice, Cleanup
Moves, New Batteries
Virus Removal, Wi-Fi
Extra Phone Sockets
Broadband Installation
ACA Licensed Cabler

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS
and Associates

DAVID HOGG 9844 2360

Certified Practising Accountants

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia

DIARY MINI ADS
CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 6
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.
PORT DOUGLAS 2 bedroom, self
contained, beachside apartment for
rent. A/C & ceiling fans. Heated pool/
spa. 2minswalkfromFourMileBeach.
Call Kerrie 0409 359 240.

SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Call Norma 0409 137 246.
DESIGNER
WANTED
Local business 'Personally
Invited' looking for a part time
designer. Mac operator with Adobe
Illustrator proficiency. 9719 7744
hayley@personallyinvited.com.au

WANT A MINI AD? Call Briony 9844 0555

20TH ANNUAL

BRING
YO U R
PET!

Sunday 16 October
10am-4.30pm
Edendale, Gastons Road, Eltham

A FREE fun local event for the whole family
•
•
•
•

Eco-building, retroﬁtting and lifestyle
Workshops and demonstrations
Sustainable gardening and land management
Live music and entertainment
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/pgfestival

Sunday 23 October • 10am-4pm
Marngrook Oval, Diamond Creek
The crowd favourites will return, including pony rides, face
painting, animal farm, reptile displays and an opportunity to
meet and chat to Council’s Rangers.
www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil
@nillumbikshire
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

@nillumbikshire

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au
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What to do
in Dubai

Diary goes global in the UK
JUDY Lewis (above) certainly deserves a special Diary first prize blue
ribbon this month for her outstanding
work in showing off our local newspaper in the United Kingdom.
Judy, a former Warrandyte resident
now living in Park Orchards, says she
still enjoys reading the Diary every
month. As you can see she made sure
the Diary was seen far and wide in
Scotland and England at some wellknown landmarks including St Paul’s
Cathedral, Piccadilly Circus, Hampton
Court, Firth of Forth rail bridge and
Abbotsford House.
Meanwhile, Denise Keele-Bedford
(right) has been on an Artist Residency Program at Ordos Inner Mongolia.
“Recently I took a trip to the grasslands and the Diary went with me,”
Denise said. “In Inner Mongolia ‘The
Sky is Blue the Grass is Green’ and
they say of the five Mongolian colours:
Red is Fire, Blue is Sky, Yellow is Earth,
Green is Grass, White is Milk.
Elsewhere, our own “Kibbled” columnist Roger Kibell (left) was caught
on camera catching up on all the news
outside their trullo in Alberobello,
Puglia, in Italy. See his column on page
23. Thank you, ladies and gents!
Send your entries to info@warrandytediary.com.au with Diary Goes
Global in the subject line and be in
the running to win a weekend away
at Crystal Brook Holiday Park.

We are planning a stopover in Dubai enroute to
Europe. Having been there
before we would like to
experience something different.
(Jenny J, Warrandyte South
Dubai has a plethora of
unexpected activities and
experiences which can be
enjoyed by holidaymakers.
Here are three of my top unexpected
experiences.
One: Check out DubaiDino, located in Dubai Mall. Here visitors will
see a dinosaur skeleton which was
discovered in 2008 in America and
air-freighted to Dubai Mall for display. Almost all bones were found
intact at the excavation site completing the dinosaur skeleton. With
no comparable exhibit exists elsewhere, it is well-worth checking out.
Two: Spend an evening exploring the Global Village, located on
Sheikh Mohammad Bin Zayed Road.
Wandering around this extravagant
theme park styled marketplace, will
take you on a cultural adventure,
from shopping to thrill rides and
topped off with dinner and fireworks!
Boasting over 160 stalls within 32
pavilions, each represents a different
country. For those travelling with
little ones, take a step inside Fantasy
Island to enjoy thrill rides which will
entice children and adults alike.
Three: If experiencing unique and
authentic food is your go then steer
clear of the newer developments of
Dubai Marina and Downtown Dubai.
Instead head to the older backstreets to uncover traditional and
inexpensive local eats. Street-style
food is very present in Dubai, with a
medley of multicultural food on offer.
Check out Zaroob on Sheikh Zayed
Road, which captures authentic
home-style cooking in a theatrical
atmosphere, bringing the history
of Arab street food to its modern
audience.
Dubai never ceases to intrigue and
amaze me. It is constantly changing
and always worth a return visit.
Our travel expert, Carolyn Allen,
is manager of Warrandyte Travel
and Cruise in Webb Street. Email:
carolyn@warrandytetravel.com.au

FEATURES AND INCLUSIONS

spice islands & raja ampat

COMBINING SCENERY OF OUTSTANDING NATURAL BEAUTY, DIVERSE WILDLIFE AND STORIED HISTORIES,
OUR 11-NIGHT SPICE ISLANDS AND RAJA AMPAT EXPEDITION IS A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY AND ADVENTURE LIKE NO OTHER

> Shore-rich itineraries with local interaction
> Fresh small batch cuisine
> Small group size - maximum 72 guests
> Experienced Expedition Team, all Australian
and New Zealand crew
> Xplorer tender vessel allowing easy access
> All shore excursions and beverages at meal times

Departs 15 March & 26 March 2017
From $9,180 per person twin share
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The Diary’s young gun
reporter STEPHANIE
DELLER has finally
returned from a three
month sonjourn and
she’s happy to tell us
why Barcelona was a
highlight
AFTER a long time of working and
saving up, at 23 years of age I finally
got to backpack around Europe.
Three months of good food, good
wine, visiting beautiful cities and
meeting loads of wonderful people.
What can I say? Travelling solo was
a great way to live. I can successfully tick the Netherlands, Czech
Republic, Germany, Austria, Italy,
Croatia, Switzerland, Spain, France
and London off the list.
Since I’ve been home, friends
and family have asked the classic
question, “What was your favourite
place?”
Naturally I can’t pick one, but
Barcelona is certainly up there with
the best. If you’re planning a Europe
trip any time soon then here are a
few ‘must-do’s’ if you happen to get
to Barcelona.
Park Guell and Gaudi’s house
Walking through the streets of Barcelona it’s easy to see the influence
of architect Antonio Gaudi’s work.
His distinctive style is evident in
many of Barcelona’s monuments
and encapsulates the beauty of
the Catalonian city. Park Guell,
designed by Gaudi in the 1900s, is
definitely worth a visit. Located
on Carmen Hill, the park provides
a great view of the city and sea of
Barcelona and is home to some of
Gaudi’s most famous architectural
works. I particularly loved visiting
the Gaudi House Museum which was
Gaudi’s residence between the years
1906-1925. Note: Entry fees apply to
certain areas of the park.
La Sagrada Familia
Travelling around Europe you see
your fair share of churches, but
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia is on another level. His incorporation of nature,
light, iconography and sculpture are
only some of the elements that make
this gothic style basilica one of the
greatest in the world. Incredibly, construction began in 1882 and is still
underway. Despite this you can still
lose yourself for a couple of hours
taking in the beauty of the stain glass
windows, the high columns and the
intricate craftsmanship (look closely
at the doors). Make sure you also
check out Gaudi’s workshop which
is located at the back entrance.
La Boqueria
Barcelona’s main market, La Boqueria, is full of colour, atmosphere
and of course delicious foods. While
I particularly enjoyed the chocolate
and fresh juices on offer, there’s a
great selection of meat, seafood,
fruit, nuts, pastries and plenty more.
Despite nearly being pick-pocketed
(watch out for that!), La Boqueria
was a favourite place to visit and
gives you a feel for Barcelona’s rich
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Bound for Barcelona

culture. The market entrance is from
La Rambla, Barcelona’s busiest and
most famous street.
Cooking Class
Eating traditional foods is one of
the best parts of travelling. But I
wanted to go one step further and
learn how to cook these delicious

dishes, particularly paella (pronounced ‘pie-ay-ah’ as I quickly
learned). I took the Spanish Cooking
Experience class, run by Travel Bar
(a great spot for a cheap drink). Led
by an experienced chef, as part of
a group you learn how to prepare
tapas, cook paella and make sangria.

You learn different chopping techniques and the trickier things like
preparing squid. The class started
with a visit to La Boqueria, where
you were involved in buying the
fresh produce for the paella. Fantastic for an authentic and yummy
cooking experience.

Day trip to Montserrat
If you have a few days to spend in
Barcelona, take an hour’s train ride
out to Montserrat mountain range.
Once arrived, a cable car or railway
will get you up on the mountain.
Montserrat also serves as a Benedictine monk retreat and has important
religious significance.
You can enter a beautiful monastery there and religious sites are
scattered throughout the mountain.
There’s also a number of hiking trails
you can take or a funicular ride
if you’d prefer. Walking up to the
mountain peak Sant Jeroni is a fair
hike (it stands 1236 metres above
sea level), but is worth it for the
breathtaking views.
Salterios
When you’re visiting the main
sights of any country, it’s very easy
to fall into the trap of eating at the
touristy, overpriced restaurants. A
local recommended I try Salterios in
Barcelona and it did not disappoint.
Salterios is a cosy, dimly lit teahouse
tucked away in a quieter street in the
Gothic Quarter.
It serves tasty, authentic Spanish
food at a very reasonable price.
Salterios is a favourite of the locals
and is nowhere near as touristy
as other eating spots. The cheese
platter, tomato bread and wine went
down an absolute treat.

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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Wildflowers, weeds and bees
nature
By LINDA ROGAN

MASSES of wildflowers in local
bushlands was my prediction for
September and I have not been
disappointed.
On our return from muddy NSW,
my own semi-indigenous garden
was amass both with wildflowers
and weedy grasses. Busily catching
up, I’ve scarcely had time to get into
the bush. I did however manage to
attend a weeding session in nearby
bushland.
Our local bushland seldom gives
the broad brush effect of hillsides
covered with white, yellow and pink
that may be seen in other parts of
Australia. Our wildflowers are scattered, more shy treasures to be discovered one by one. On this weeding
day, I photographed more than 20
different species including daisies,
lilies, pea flowers and orchids.
Flashes of yellow gold first caught
my eye; three different plants, Bulbine lilies, Yam Daisies and Button
Everlasting raised their heads just
above the native grasses. Of these,
my favourite is the Yam Daisy or
Murnong.
As I have mentioned before; the
roots were a staple food crop for
Aborigines. If you have any doubt
that they were cultivated, read Dark
Emu by Bruce Pascoe which tells
some of the story of pre European
agriculture as recorded by the earliest European contacts. For example,
in 1841 Chief Aboriginal Protector of
the Port Phillip District recorded:
he native women were spread out
over the plain as far as the eye could
see, collecting Murnong ... I inspected their bags and baskets on return

and each had a load as much as she
could carry.
Coincidentally, these daisies
strongly attract native bees. So far
there have been only a few days
warm enough for the native bees to
venture out. When they do, expect to
see the male bees tucked inside the
petals of the Yam Daisies when the

blooms open in the morning.
Pink-bells or Tetratheca
Back in the reserve, a distant patch
of pink caught my eye. A small shrub
with slightly sprawling branches
was heavily laden with the pink bell
flowers that give it one of its common names.
This was the only plant we could

find within the reserve. Bushland
managers and volunteers decided to
increase the number of plants, which
will require locating plants in nearby
reserves that can be a source of
cuttings and perhaps seeds as well.
Most propagation of this species is
from cuttings as growing from seed
is often difficult.

In nature, the seeds tend to germinate primarily after fire. The seeds
can exist in the soil for long periods
between fires, forming a natural
seed bank. However, to set seed, a
pollinator is required: in this case a
native bee.
As with Flax Lily and tomatoes,
this plant requires buzz pollination,
a skill possessed by native bees.
The pollinator needs sufficient
other plants with nectar producing
blooms to be present. Increasing the
Pink-bells in this reserve will take
several years.
Native bees
Native bees need more warmth
than honey bees before they can
fly. With this changeable weather I
have heard reports of many bees just
sitting on the yellow flowers of wild
radish, capeweed and soursob, all
weeds with yellow flowers.
The pollen covered legs of these
bees indicate females which had
been foraging until the cold winds arrived. On September 20 I got my first
spring photo of female resin bees
at their nesting holes in my garden.
Since then, sunshine between showers encouraged only a few females to
poke their heads or tails out.
This month with warmer weather
expect to see lots of native bee
activity. Look out particularly for
the Burgan and Tea trees in white
blossom.
Last October, these shrubs attracted many species of Jewel beetles and
a bee breeding frenzy. Some of the
lilies and orchids will be past their
prime but rain will bring more. Be
sure to check out the blooms on
Fourth Hill. Platypus will be laying
eggs in their riverbank burrows and
many of the bird species nesting. It
should be another glorious month
to enjoy before the heat of summer
sets in.

Keeping watch over my fitness
DING! Yet another cornerstone of
my life now requires a charger and
regular appointments with a synching device.
Never having been one to embrace
technology merely for technology’s
sake, I’m not too sure what to make
of my latest high-tech acquisition.
Will it be more trouble than it’s
worth? As it was a most thoughtful
(and expensive) gift, however, I’m
going to give this new fitness-monitoring watch my very best shot.
I remember feeling a bit the same
when I acquired my very first chargeable thingy. Some 20 Christmases
ago, Santa presented me with a
heavyish brick-shaped box.
You know how you forensically feel
an interesting parcel – weigh it up,
shake it a little, sniff it, turn it around
and around in your hands – I did all
these things and still had absolutely
no idea what it was. Careful removal

our place
By MARILYN MOORE

of the wrapping slowly revealed clue
after clue, but I still couldn’t guess.
What the hell was a Nokia?
Oh! Had I not been saying for
years that mobile phones were an
unnecessary gimmick? Not properly
assessed for safe use by humans? I
am an acknowledged Neanderthal
when it comes to expensive gadgets.
I’ve simply never felt the need for a
microwave oven or countless other
commonplace household electrical
items, and I was perfectly content
with our existing telephone. Why
would I want another one?
It wasn’t long, of course, before
I found it indispensable. More to

the point, everybody else found it
indispensable. I was suddenly immediately contactable regardless
of where I was or what I was doing.
“Hi Mum!” It was amazing how
often the mobile would ring just as I
was leaving work. “Instead of meeting the school bus, can you pick me
up at Olympic Park at 6.30? We’ve
got aths training!”
The mobile never rang at home
as our place was, naturally, lodged
firmly inside a Telstra black hole.
But it got a good hammering everywhere else and making sure it was
charged up overnight soon became
as automatic as cleaning my teeth.
It proved to be the thin edge of the
wedge.
Several years later, I found myself
seduced by a whizz-bang digital camera. Although I loved my old Pentax
SLR, I also loved being able to load
photos straight onto the computer

for digital editing. The rest is history.
I was seriously hooked. Innovations
in CCD and optical technology mean
that I wouldn’t think of travelling
these days without at least two cameras, one with a telescopic zoom and
the other a waterproof job. At least
one of those needs to be recharged
each night, along with the laptop or
notebook or whatever the photos
are backed up onto.
Next on the catalogue of whizzbang essentials came bicycle lights:
front and rear powerful beams plus
flashing helmet lights.
Each charge lasts 6-8 hours when
the lights are on their slower-flashing daylight mode; on a long trip
they all need to go on the charger
every night. It’s much cheaper than
constantly replacing batteries, and
the rechargeable lights work so well
– relatively inexpensive, surprisingly
small and lightweight, very effective

– that they are simply too good to
leave behind.
So whenever we travel, despite our
best intentions to the contrary, the
two of us have become irrevocably
embroiled in the daily maintenance
of two phones, two cameras, six
bike lights, a notebook and a kindle
(another unexpected gift that has
become a travel essential) – up to
12 devices to be recharged, each
with its own specific cable. I think
I should shoot an email to booking.
com to suggest that they include
the number of accessible power
points in their descriptions of advertised rooms. Even with handy USB
multi-chargers, a single power point
is simply no longer enough.
And to cap it all off, Number 13,
the phenomenal new wonderwatch
that will, according to the promos,
improve my life even further. Goodness! Watch this space.
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Hooked on the Mediterranean
ERSELF and I have just
spent five weeks away
in Puglia (heel of Italy),
Sicily and Malta. Why
five weeks? Well, we’re
retired and it is a waste of money to
go for just a fortnight.
We’re reasonably seasoned travellers and the thought of travelling
alone is not a problem for us. In true
form, Herself planned the whole
trip like a military campaign. We
had a travel agent book the airline
tickets for us but the rest was down
to Herself.
I took a more strategic backroom
role and ventured forth to nod
in agreement when asked for my
opinion on choices and preferences.
My most active engagement was in
offering ‘useful advice’ when the
issue of money was raised.
Evidently, we went to Puglia and in
particular, the Vale if Istria, because
the traditional houses there are circular, are made from stone, have no
windows to speak of and have conical stone roofs. We were to stay in
one. We did and it was circular, had
no windows to speak of and it had
a conical stone slabbed roof. Very
comfortable and atmospheric but a
bugger to furnish as wardrobes and
cupboards tend to be straight sided
but a trullo (what one is called) isn’t.
From our base we visited all the
local hill top villages; all madly photogenic. The fascinating thing is that
although the villages are only a matter of a few kilometres apart, they
are all very different in character.
I suppose distance is little for us

kibbled
"The locals inhabit
a different time/
space continuum
and can shrink their
cars to fit spaces."
today but back when the houses
and villages were built, it would
have been easier to stay on your
own hill and build your own dream
home rather than nick over to the
next mountain range to check out
the latest architectural trend.
Anyway, when most of the hill
top villages were built, they were
more concerned about ensuring
they could ward off any marauding
invaders. Being on top of a hill made
it harder for the attackers to storm
the city and easier for the villagers
to roll down rocks or spill streams of
boiling oil on their attackers – extra
virgin olive oil I would hope!
It only takes a short time in these
overseas destinations to realise how
young and green is the European
settlement of Oz. While we were
away, each village, town and city we
visited, displayed evidence of millen-

buzz about town
Event: Warrandyte Film Society
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Friday October 21
Time: 7pm for 7.30pm start
Film: A Separation
When bank employee Nader (Payman Maadi)
refuses to leave Tehran, his wife, Simin (Leila
Hatami), sues for divorce in the hope she can
make a better life for their young daughter
abroad. Needing someone to care for his
senile father while he’s at work, Nadaer hires
Razieh (Sarah Bayat). A Persian film directed
by Asghar Farhadi.
Join now for July 2016 – June 2017. Annual
membership fee of $50 for 10 films. Must be a
member to attend.
Event: Make it & Move it – BOYS only - NEW!
(7 – 12yrs)
Place:    Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When:   Thursdays 6-7:30pm - four weeks
starting Oct 20
Cost:      $60
Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
9844 1839 or enrol online
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au
Event: Go Girls – GIRLS only! (7 – 12yrs)
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Wednesdays 6-7:30pm
- 8 weeks starting Oct 12
Cost:      $73

nia of occupation by many different
nations and religions, each adapting
the existing and adding their own
stamp on the countryside. I’m sure
our own Aborigines could empathise
with how the local inhabitants must
have felt at the time.
From Puglia we went to Sicily. I
happily drove around Puglia but was
warned that Sicily was a different
ball game. It wasn’t the intercity
driving that is the difficulty but it’s
negotiating the inner parts of villages and cities. Streets are narrow,
drivers are – Sicilian – and there is
no easy parking. The locals inhabit a

Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
9844 1839 or enroll online
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au
Event: Watercolours
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Thursdays 1-3pm
- four weeks starting Oct 13
Cost:     $73 (+ BYO materials approx. $50)
Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
9844 1839 or enroll online
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au
Event: Annual General Meeting
Place: Information Warrandyte Inc.
Warrandyte Community Centre
168 Yarra Street, Warrarndyte
When: Tuesday October 18
Time:
7.30pm
Supper will be served at the conclusion of the
AGM. RSVP by Tuesday October 4 to 9844 3082
Event: Annual General Meeting
Warrandyte Community Financial Services Ltd
Place:
Warrandyte Sports Complex,
Taroona Avenue
When: Monday November 14
Time:
7pm
All welcome.
Event: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
               Annual General Meeting
Place:   Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Thursday Nov 10th at 12pm
RSVP:   By October 31. Ph: 9844 1839
Event:   Christmas Craft & Cooking

different time/space continuum and
can shrink their cars to fit spaces
that we normally think is the type of
space to leave between parked cars.
As a result we propped at three cities; Taormina, Palermo and Syracuse
and took day trips from them.
Once again we were blown away by
the ‘history’ we experienced. Being
in such a strategic position in the
Mediterranean Sea, Sicily was/is an
important landmass to own and so
thought the Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Greeks, Romans, Normans,
anyone in either of the two world
wars and Berlusconi. You almost

Place:    Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When:   Wednesdays Nov 16th for three weeks
Cost:      $49
Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
9844 1839 or enroll online
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au
Event: Music for Warming World
Place: Doncaster Playhouse, Doncaster
Road, Doncaster
When: Wednesday October 26th
Time:
7.30 pm
Cost:
$15 and $12 concession
This is a highly acclaimed, unique and entertaining musical journey telling the story of
our changing climate. A wonderfully refreshing
mix of original folk, reggae and world music,
widescreen images telling a compelling message from science to hope. Note seating is
limited.
Contact: Book online at eventbrite.com/e/music-for-a-warming-world-tickets-27540941698)
or contact Julie (jjames38@bigpond.net.au or
9844 2160)

Gigs
Place: RSL Warrandyte
Event: The Hornets with legendary guitar
player, Sam See
When: Sunday October 30
Time: 4pm-8pm
Melbourne’s best blues band, featuring a
who’s who of Australia’s blues and roots music
scene for the past four decades. Don’t miss

Garden Talks
Sundays at 11am

Oct 16 - Melissa King
Oct 23 - Kevin Sheedy

become a bit blasé after a while.
“Do you think we should stop at
the next amphitheatre/cathedral/
archaeological site/hilltop fortification ...?”
“Tempting but I am really hanging
out for a lemon and strawberry gelato. Nah! We’ll see lots more when
we go to Malta next week.”
After a short time, you do learn to
read the timeline in the architecture.
Greek, Roman, Norman, Gothic,
Baroqu e are almost too easy. I like
to think that I’ve stumbled upon
another, more subtle marker; the
shade cloth under hang.
As you drive around cities you
will notice balconies with their under-bases wrapped in green shade
cloth. In the 1960s, shonky sand
was used in the concrete and now
the top layers are breaking off, tumbling below and revealing the reo
beneath. No one in body corporates
is prepared to pay for the repair so
they just add more protective cloth.
See the cloth and you’ve picked a
1960s building.
Fortunately, there is much beauty.
The churches are usually stunning.
Particularly uplifting are those decorated with mosaics, much of it in
gold. Most depict episodes from the
Old Testament. As we were gazing
upwards, in awe, at one of these, I
heard behind me a thirtyish, New
York woman say to her friend, “Wow!
This gives me some great ideas for
my bathroom at home!”
Travel is a great teacher.
ROGER KIBELL

this opportunity, Sam See with a wonderful
group. BYO nibbles platter welcome. Sausage
sizzle at 6pm. Drinks at bar prices. Band box
donation. All welcome.
Event: The Light Quartet
Place: Warrandyte Mechanics Institute,
Yarra St, Warrandyte
When: Saturday October 22
Time:
Doors open at 7 for 7.30 start
Michael Johnson, David Jones, Evripides
Evripidou, Matthew Arnold. Four masterful
musicians producing extraordinarily beautiful
sounds and textures.
Cost:
Full $28, Conc $21 and Child $10
Bookings advised on 0401 167 223 or
warrandytemusic@gmail.com
Event:       Yarra Valley View Club Lunch
Place:       Chirnside Park Country Club
When:        Tuesday October 25
Time:          12 Noon.
Booking essential
Inquiries:   0438 625 556 or 0409 403 968.
Visitors most welcome, guest speaker, Heather Burge, on her bicycle trip from Iran to Paris
Event: Do you know the local wildlife ?
Place: Currawong Bush Park Centre, Mel. 34H6
When: Saturday October 22
Time: 2-4pm
John Harris, zoologist and former president
of the Field Naturalists Club of Victoria will
take us on a journey, followed by the AGM
of Andersons Creek Landcare Group
Contact: Fritz on 0439 443 703 for catering
purposes.
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ONLINE AUCTION OPEN NOW

Rooftop Glamping

Yarra Valley Toyota

Thai holiday

Paintball

Ringwood Mazda

Auction closes Saturday
15 Oct @ 10.45pm.

www.ﬁreball.org.au

A gala fundraising event for our local CFA’s, sponsored by:
Club of Warrandyte Donvale

3AW
The Woo

Ausland
Bunzl

Dyason Legal
Porter Davis

Curlew Creative
Deb Sullivan Photography

Doncaster BMW
Genesis Ringwood

MCG Windows & Doors
North East Diggers

Poolwerx Ringwood
Ruby Tuesday Jewellery

Ryan Smith MP for Warrandyte
Warrandyte Diary
Sharp Signs
Warrandyte Grand Hotel

All profits
to the
Greater
Warrandyte
CFA’s

Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943
Proudly supporting the community since 2002

Spring
into Spring
this year!!!
Proudly
supporting
the community
since 2002
Proudly supporting the community since 2002
As winter starts to warm up and we start enjoying this lovely spring
weather, why not treat yourself or the family with a limited time offer.

Spring into Spring this year!!!

For the month of October mention this ad, and we will take $10 off
the price of any treatment at Warrandyte Osteopathy.
As winter starts
to warm
up and
we start
enjoying
this lovely spring
Spring
into
Spring
this
year!!!
weather, why not treat yourself or the family with a limited time offer.

Come in and get yourself sorted for the coming months or ﬁx the
As winter starts
to warmhave
up and
webrewing
start enjoying
this
lovely
been
thewill
lasttake
few!$10spring
For theproblems
month of that
October mention
this ad, over
and we
weather, why not treat yourself or the family with a limited timeoff
offer.
the price of any treatment at Warrandyte Osteopathy.

For the
month
of get
October
mention
thisthe
ad,coming
and we
will take
Come
in and
yourself
sorted for
months
or ﬁx$10
the off
the price
of any
Warrandyte
Osteopathy.
problems
thattreatment
have beenatbrewing
over the
last few!
Come in and get yourself sorted for the coming months or ﬁx the
problems that have been brewing over the last few!
Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)
Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos
Dr Irina Fast

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm
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Dawn’s leap of faith
By JEB HESLOP

MELBOURNE Rudolph Steiner
School PE teacher Dawn Hartigan
is competing in the World Masters
Athletics Championships in Perth
later this month.
Dawn is a professional pole vaulter
holding many world records.
A teacher at MRSS for 18 years,
Dawn also has nine grandchildren,
all aged between one and 11. In
between teaching PE and juggling
grandparenting duties, she is a star
pole vaulter, but her pathway to becoming an elite pole vaulter started
with something completely different
- she was a high level badminton
player before pole vaulting and only
stopped to start something new.
“I had three children and a husband who didn’t want me to travel
and go interstate so I needed another challenge,” Dawn said of her transition from badminton to athletics.
“I had always wanted to do athletics as a little kid so I thought I should
start athletics.”
Dawn competed in athletics for
four years until one day, aged 38,
she watched Jim Poultor compete
in pole vaulting. He saw her taking
an interest, so taught her some of
the basics on Sundays. From there
she found a coach and started to
develop her skills.
“If you really want to do something
and have the will and determination
to follow it through, nothing can stop
you,” she said of starting a new challenge. Her goal in pole vaulting is not
about winning gold medals, it’s just
doing the best she can, according to
the school teacher.
“When your focus is in the wrong
direction I believe you don’t do
as well,” she told the Diar y. “If
you’re in the right mental space and
you’re relaxed and focused on your
technique, you jump well. If you’re
focused on getting a gold medal,
you’re too busy worrying about
your other competitors. I think you
almost have to forget about your
competitors to compete well. If I
get a personal best and not a medal
I’m happy.”
Dawn has travelled to Spain and
South America among other over-

seas destinations to compete in
pole vault and has won every World
Masters event she has competed
in with a personal best of 3.50m in
competition and 3.70m in training.
She holds the world record in two
age groups, 50+ and 55+.
Dawn trains hard to guarantee
consistent results. Her training
program consists of sprint work,
gymnastics, weight training, many
drills and yoga. She normally trains
four to five times a week but lately
has been getting niggling injuries so
has to reduce her workload.
“Pole vaulting is such a technical
event, it takes so many years to master and I’ve got plenty of potential
left even though I’m 59,” she said.

“So long as my body holds up and I’m
smart in the way I train and listen to
my body (lately my vault session has
been a yoga session), I can compete
for many years to come.”
Dawn is small in height and when
people say “aren’t pole vaulters
supposed to be tall to be able to
compete at a high level?”, she just
replies, “Well obviously not!”
Talking about her love for competing, she said that she gets a great
thrill from going up in the air.
“Pole vaulting is a sport where if
you do it badly it’s like everything
is strange, but if you do it well it’s
like cutting through butter and then
when it throws you in the air it’s the
best feeling.”

Ross and Tom tie for Bloods’ B&F
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

SEASON 2016 for the Warrandyte
Football Club was formally concluded at the club’s presentation night
last month, announcing best and
fairest winners, life membership
inductions and other important
club news.
The event capped off a year in
which the Bloods, against the odds,
were competitive in Division 3,
winning five fixtures and losing a
number of others by a small margins.
Leadership was key for all three
outfits and each side had a glut
of terrific performers who played
consistent football all season long.
Jack Poole ended a sensational year
on a high note, winning the Under
19s best and fairest ahead of Josiah
Bektash and Matt Green.
All three of these players also
played football at either reserve or
senior level throughout the season,
highlighting the level of young talent
the club has to offer going forward.
Glen Ratten and Jake Bentley
shared the honours as best and
fairest winners in the Reserves. Both
players exemplified outstanding
commitment and leadership in a
side that was often short of players,
acting as inspiration for others to
put their best foot forward. Lanky
and tough as nails defender Astan
Ure took out third place.
The importance of leadership was
further noted in the seniors count,
as skipper Tom Naughtin and star
midfielder Ross Ansaldi finishing
equal first, ahead of ultra consis-

Senior champs: Bloods coach Peter Muscat, senior best and fairest winners Ross Ansaldi and Tom Naughtin with
president Peter Hookey. Inset: New life member Kimberly O’Connor with his father Terry.

tent Tim Hookey in third. Naughtin
enjoyed a typically excellent year
as the general of the backline, while
Ansaldi hardly put a foot wrong in
the middle of the ground.
Additionally, one of the major highlights of the night and indeed the
season was the induction of Kimberly O’Connor as the 58th life member
of the club. O’Connor played 257
games for the club, retiring a four
time best and fairest winner, two

time premiership player and a team
of the century member.
It was a special year for life members of the club all round, with the
inaugural life member celebratory
dinner held in April, at which all but
two of Warrandyte’s life members
attended.
The club was also pleased to announce the re-appointment of senior
coach Peter Muscat for season 2017.
Beginning 2016 with a new coach

(Muscat) as well as new president
Peter Hookey, the Bloods began the
season with a new vision and objective, according to Hookey.
“The main focus was on developing and nurturing local footballers,
maintaining a smooth transition
between junior players through to
senior football, continued focus
on growing and expanding local
attendances at home games and
re-establishing and consolidating

the financial stability of the club,”
Hookey said.
The re-appointment of Muscat will
allow the club to improve in these
areas throughout 2017, as well as
focusing on bettering the organisations digital media department.
“We are currently re-developing
our new website to be launched in
the coming weeks, giving us greater
online presence and promotional
opportunity. Our digital sports media marketing will continue to be
a major focus in 2017 and we look
forward to sharing these and other
exciting initiatives,” Hookey said.
Furthermore, Hookey will also
serve as the Bloods’ sponsorship
manager as of 2017, in order to
enhance Warrandyte’s sponsor
relations.
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Bloods ready to roll
Six senior teams and nine junior teams are set to play

By RYAN HOIBERG

WARRANDYTE Cricket Club is
aiming high after a busy break,
ready to launch into the coming
season and establish itself as the
leading club in the RDCA (Ringwood District Cricket Association.
Warrandyte successfully held
its club launch on Thursday October 6, ahead of the first round of
the season, at which Greg Warren
(the club’s returning president)
ran through the club’s strong
state of affairs.
In 2016/17 Warrandyte will also
be in a strong position from a
participation perspective with six
senior teams enrolled in the competitive RDCA competition, led by
a First XI in the premier competition, the Lindsay Trollope Shield.
Coming off a season which included three senior premierships,
the RDCA T20 premiership and a
district T20 flag, Warrandyte has
continued to grow its other member groups as well.

The club will field nine junior
teams from U10s through to U16s
and host a strong Milo In2Cricket
program for young tackers, which
currently has over 60 enrolled
participants.
Warrandyte will also have three
veterans teams (Over 40s, 50s and
60s sides) and continue to focus
on the women’s squad to ensure
all members of the community
have the chance to play cricket.
Warren also spoke passionately about the “one club” culture
that is being fostered across
the junior, senior and veterans
program, which ensures a development pathway for all junior
members.
The club will once again be
partnering with “Stop! One Punch
Can Kill” in a focus to continue
raising awareness about senseless
violence in our the community.
Stay tuned for coverage in the
Diary as the Bloods aim to have
another successful season.

Biggs step for Bloods football
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

FOR the first time in the 110-year
history of the VFL/AFL, the Warrandyte football community has a
premiership medal to celebrate.
Former Blood and now current
Western Bulldogs player Shane
Biggs became the first Warrandyte
footballer to play in and ultimately
win an AFL Grand Final, as the Bulldogs defeated the Swans, 13.11 89

to 10.7 67.
Biggs played a crucial role in the
Doggies fairytale victory against his
former club, restricting dangerous
Swans small forward Tom Papley all
game long while also amassing 15
disposals and laying three tackles.
Biggs’ whirlwind AFL journey has
seen him go from playing at Warrandyte Reserve in 2010, to standing
aloft on the premiership podium

in just six short years. Playing for
both the U19 and seniors teams
in Warrandyte, Biggs’ then plied
his trade for the Bendigo Bombers
before being selected by the Sydney
Swans with the 13th selection in the
2012 rookie draft.
Despite playing a role in the
Swans 2013 finals campaign, Biggs
was dropped before the 2013 preliminary final. In 2015 Biggs made

a major career change when he
joined the Western Bulldogs and
has reaped the rewards ever since.
This season was a breakout one
for the rebounding defender, playing
in all 26 games and averaging 21
disposals per outing.
In a defence often decimated by
injury, Biggs became integral to
the Bulldogs movement and transition off the half-back line, proving

himself as one of the league’s best
up and coming most damaging
defenders.
The entire Warrandyte community,
especially those affiliated with the
football club, should be extremely
proud of Biggs and his achievement.
With a young and exciting team
around him in the Western Bulldogs,
Warrandyte may well have a dual
premiership winner before too long.

Summer season
for little athletes
By ED MUNKS
healthbarmelbourne

Specialty food & coffee

______________________

THE summer athletic season ironically began in wet and windy conditions on a historic AFL Grand Final day in which the Bulldogs
broke their premiership drought. There was,
however, no drought present as young athletes geared up in the wet for the first day of
a new season.
Debuting was U6 competitor Karlie van
Zyl, finally joining in after having watched
her elder sister and brother Dedre’ and Dewald compete for many years.
In the U11s Sienna Betts (also a basktetballer for the Redbacks and Venom) won
first place in the 800m with a terrific time
of 3 minutes 10 seconds, while teammate
Rhianna Cummings set a new personal best
of 3 minutes 59 seconds after sprinting the
final 80m of the race. For the boys, Shane
Mills blew the cobwebs off in the 800m with
a time of 3 minutes 45 seconds.
In the U12s, Matthew “Fast” Parrott set a
PB and placed second in the 100m with a
time of 14.6 seconds, while also finishing
first in the 400m contest. Teammate Dewald
van Zyl also got a PB and a fourth place in
the strong 400m races with a time of 1 minute 20 seconds.
In the U13s age group, Patrick Ward had a
fast finishing eighth in the 400m with a time
of 1 minute 34 seconds, also a PB. Dedre’
van Zyl excelled in the U14s, setting two new
PB’s – van Zyl was clocked at 1 minute 14
seconds to finish second in the 400m, before
placing third in the 100m with a 16.07 seconds run.
On the male side of the U14s, club and
relay team mates Lachlan Parrot, Tom O’
Connell and Nick Sharpe all set PB’s as they
placed first, second and third respectively in
the 100m event.
Hugh Parrot had a great start in the U16s
meet, placing first in 400m and second in
the 100m and triple jump, behind state and
national medallist Declan Carmen.

In other club news, Nicole Reynolds was
invited to spend a week in Canberra with
the Australian Institute of Sport during the
recent school holidays, honing her athletic
skills prior to the beginning of the summer
season.
Little athletics is open for those of all
ages and abilities, with training sessions on
Wednesdays from 4.30-5.30pm. Coaching is
offered by Peter Sharpe, who assisted by
other local high performing athletes including Natalie Exon, Emily Sharpe, Nicole Reynolds and Abbey Caldwell.
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All Bodi’s well for our BMX future

CHRIS SHARP from RivvaPT

Do I need to
quit sugar?
IS sugar really that bad for us?
Or has it just been getting a bad
wrap with all the hype around
diets that encourage people to
‘quit sugar’.
Which leads me to this question: what is it that we currently
know, evidenced based fact,
about sugar?
Sugar not only wreaks havoc
on your immune system but also
is highly addictive - in fact, research has shown that processed
white sugar is eight times more
addictive than cocaine. However,
if that fact alone is not enough to
make you think twice about adding sugar to your morning coffee
or consuming a highly processed
breakfast cereal, you may be surprised to know just how your sugar intake is affecting both your
body and long term health.
In March of this year the World
Health Organisation (WHO) released a new set of guidelines for
sugar consumption. It was recommended that both adults and
children reduce their daily intake
of free sugars to less than 10% (12
teaspoons) of their total energy
intake, however it was also noted
that a reduction below 5% or six
teaspoons per day would provide
a greater level of both short and
long term health benefits.
A diet high in processed sugar
not only robs the body of vital
minerals but also sends the pancreas into a tail-spin, feeds the
yeast (candida) in the digestive
tract and causes chronic inflammation throughout the body
which can lead to cancer, diabetes, heart disease just to name a
few!
Yet in contrast, despite much
debate about fructose there is yet
to be any evidence that shows
conclusively, consuming fresh
fruit and vegetables in moderation will have adverse effects on
ones health.
So is sugar really that bad? I
believe the evidence speaks for itself! When consumed in moderation (below 5%) and in its natural
state eg fruit, sugar can be a part
of a long term, healthy, balanced
diet.
Head over to the RivvaPT Facebook page www.facebook.com/
RivvaPT where you will find
many more great articles and
tips on topics such as nutrition
and exercise along with some
delicious, healthy recipes that the
whole family will love.
Signing out,
The Coach

By KATRINA BENNETT

BMX began during the early 1970s
in the United States when children
began racing their bicycles on dirt
tracks in southern California. Like
skateboarding, surfing, snowboarding and Jack Daniels, the Aussies
waited for the Americans to mature,
tweak and be the general crash test
dummies before embracing a new
culture in 1975 (even then us southerners let the Queenslanders give it
a crack before taking it on).
The year 1985 saw the soil get
turned for the Park Orchards BMX
track. In true Green Wedge fashion
the council decided to reduce, reuse
and recycle by building on the old
tip. This must have been very handy
when a tire was popped, a quick
dig of a hole and surely an old tire
would’ve been found?
Thirty years later the Park Orchards BMX club has continued to
prosper and it has been an exciting
year with a large influx of new members joining our existing members
to speed their way around the track
every second Saturday afternoon for
club racing.
Recently the club was very excited

to announce the beginning of major
refurbishments to the track. Tireless
work by the committee led to the
securing of a HUGE grant by everybody’s favorite Warrandyte bank,
the Warrandyte Community Bank
(branch of Bendigo Bank). Manningham council has also jumped on

board the reinvigoration train which
will see the installation of lights and
the asphalting of the berms. This
will bring the track up the national
standard, allowing our riders to go
faster (and safer) and be able to see
at night (also safer).
Following on from an exciting

Olympic campaign by our Aussie riders in Rio, the club hosted a “Come
and Try” day in early September
that saw 28 new riders come and try
BMX for the first time. Rio Olympian,
Bodi Turner, donated his time and
expertise on the day to coach our
“come and triers”. The club has
since con(vinc)ed Bodi into running
coaching sessions every Saturday
until the end of the year.
Due to some crappy wisdom that
claims “with good must come some
bad” the club’s bubble deflated a bit
two weeks ago when the clubrooms
were broken into. The dastardly
thieves took off with four racing
bikes. With their energy obviously
waning they also rode off into the
metaphorical sunset with the canteen’s supply of Mars Bars, Gatorade
and Coke.
The Warrandyte community spirit
was brought to the fore yet again
when in response to people wanting
to donate money, a Go Fund Me page
was set up. The money that has been
donated will enable the club to purchase some new bikes (maybe even
a couple of Mars Bars). For that the
club says thank you.

Warrandyte Basketball fields two All Stars
By CRAIG DAVIDSON

CONGRULATIONS are in order for
two of Warrandyte’s star basketballers, Ellie Locke (Youth League
1 Women) and Nicole Romeo (State
Championship Women), who were
both selected into the All Star 5 for
their respective leagues at the Big V
annual awards dinner.
Held at Etihad Stadium, the dinner
celebrated the tremendous efforts
of Ellie and Nicole, who rose above
very tough competition to earn
their place on the team. Ellie was
in attendance along with other
Warrandyte basketball members,

however Nicole was away and will
be presented with her trophies at
a later date.
Furthermore, coaches have been
announced for various youth teams.
Angela Heigh was named coach of
the Youth Women for the upcoming
season, while Chris Steele will take
the reins of the Youth Men. Nicole
Howard will once again coach the
senior women and the club is still
interviewing candidates for the senior men’s role.
A total of 52 teams have been
formed for the upcoming Redbacks
EDJBA competition. Countless hours

of coordination work from Jenny
Leeson and other members went
into sourcing coaches and the selection process.
Venom tryouts are also underway
both for the VJBL and Big V seasons.
Doncaster Secondary College has
been busy with U14s, U16s and U18
teams showing off their skills.
The Warrandyte Basketball Association will hold its AGM on October 27 at the Warrandyte Sports
Complex.
Snappy trio: Warrandyte Basketball’s Maddi Taylor, president Craig
Davidson and Simone Caruana.

Changing of the guard at Hawks
By FRANS BROUWER

THE retirement of one of the club’s
finest players, Steve Garrett, along
with departure of several other
stalwarts, will see South Warrandyte
Cricket Club field an almost new
First XI this season.
It will also be one of the youngest
teams in Wilkins Cup cricket, with
an average age not that far above 21.
The club appointed David Cutler
as captain several months ago, but a
serious knee injury has put him out
of action for up to a year. The Hawks
have instead turned to 23–year-old
Darcy Price to lead the outfit.

Price has played for South Warrandyte since he was almost seven,
apart from a couple of seasons at
Croydon playing sub-district turf
cricket. Darcy was also an U18 flag
winner, despite being an U16 player
at the time.
Parents Meagan (former junior
co-ordinator and social event organiser) and James (coaching and
playing) have been regular faces
at the club for over 15 years, and
younger brother Alastair also played
all but last season.
Off the field, Darcy is a few weeks
from graduating as a teacher – one

of about a dozen associated with
the club.
South Warrandyte will field five
senior and seven junior (U16, two
U14s, three U12s and U10) teams,
and one O40s team. Two veterans
teams were originally nominated,
but there are not enough players – in
common with several other RDCA
clubs, there is a trend towards veterans playing in modified rules grades
in seniors with their sons.
The annual Grand Final eve golf
day (a fundraiser for the club’s community fund) did not proceed, due to
weather and course conditions. The

heavy rainfall leading up to the day
meant golf carts were unable to be
used. Paul Foley hopes to reschedule
the day to later in the year.
At the time of deadline, the juniors
were about to hold a season launch,
the AFL Grand Final was about to
start WITHOUT the Hawks, and the
season was about to get underway.
Social co-ordinator Lucas Williams is
organising a “Hawktoberfest” on October 22, with European beers and
German food (sausages, pretzels,
sauerkraut, potato pancakes, etc.)
provided. All members and supporters are most welcome to attend.
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